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Area Exclusivity 
We now offer exclusivity in your area through our Faire webshop: coulsonmacleod.faire.com 

 
Exclusivity allows you to become the only stockist of Coulson Macleod products in your local area in  

exchange for a commitment to a required annual spend. Please ask for details, or visit our Faire webshop. 
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Coulson Macleod is a small creative design studio based in the 
market town of Kettering, in the Northamptonshire countryside. 
 
We’re probably best known for our wonderfully wordy cards and prints, 
which range far and wide in subject matter, and feature a wonderful         
combination of heartfelt and humour, and are quite unlike anything else  
available on the market. 
 
Oh, and we like a bit of monochrome.  
 
And when it comes to our design aesthetic, simplicity is our thing, we’re 
most definitely not a fan of fuss and over-complication. 
 
So if this sounds like your kind of thing, you’ve come to the right place. 
 
 
 

 
Meet the team 

 
Mark 
The 'Coulson' half of the business - Mark comes up with the designs.  
As a graphic designer for over 35 years he is responsible for the creative 
side of the business. He sources and works closely with all our suppliers 
and generally makes sure that the idea in his head becomes a reality. He 
also seems to make all the tea for some reason. 
 
 
Hannah 
The 'Macleod' half of the business - Hannah looks after trade accounts. 
With a background in PR and copywriting she loves a bit of social media. 
She also drinks an awful lot of tea. Which Mark makes.  
 
 
Shell 
Shell is our Artworker, making sure our prints and cards look good no 
matter what size. Shell is also an organisational whizz; you should see 
our databases! She's also constantly thinking up great new designs (even 
in her sleep). Shell loves a good biscuit - particularly ginger nuts. She 
hates tomato ketchup with a vengeance. 
 
 
Danielle 
Danielle is our Content Manager and makes us look great online with 
her amazing photography and technical know-how. If you've read our 
blog, seen us on Instagram, or follow us on Facebook then that's thanks 
to Danielle. She loves heavy metal music. 
 
 
Natalie 
Natalie is our Studio Assistant and is responsible for keeping the warehouse 
running smoothly. She’s a dab hand at packing and dispatching your orders 
and she also hand draws our cute dogs; when she reveals the latest 
breed in her sketch pad there’s a collective “woah” amongst the team. 
Prior to joining CM, she'd never eaten a mince pie (?!). She does love 
white chocolate though. 
 

W E L C O M E

Team CM (l-r): Nat (Illustrator/Studio Assistant), Shell (Designer), Danielle (Content Manager), Mark (Owner/Designer), Hannah (Owner/Marketing Director). 



Question: When is a print not a print? 
 

Answer: When it’s a gift. 
 
257 gifts to be precise. And not just 257 gifts, but 257        
different gifts. There’s literally something for everyone in 
our gift print ranges. And in such a teeny tiny footprint too. 
 
And that’s the beauty of our Print Bundles.  They’re small in size, but big in 
gifting possibilities. There’s humour. There’s sentiment. There’s… well… 
words… lots and lots of words.  Wonderfully wordy words.  Words that 
mean something. Words that touch the heart. And customers love them.             
Discovering just the right gift for just the right person that says just 
the right thing. All with words. Now that’s so much more than a print, that’s 
a perfect gift. 
 
 
What do I get? 
Showcasing our two best-selling ranges - Wise Words (170 designs) and    
Vintage Words (87 designs) - our Print Bundles come in two options: 
 
Full Collection - One of every design in the range 
Best Sellers - The top 12 designs in the range (6 of each design) 
 
You can also choose from three different sizes: A5 prints, A4 prints, or 
23x23cm prints. 
 
What should I order first? 
Our advice would be to take at least one Full Collection and one Best Sellers 
bundle for each range you want to stock, in order to get maximum return 
on your investment. 
 
What if they don’t sell? 
We’re so confident that our Print Bundles are right for your store that if 
you’re not happy with the sales generated you can return them within 3 
months of purchase for a full refund of the remaining items. 
 

How do I make top-up orders? 

To top up ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundles we sell prints in threes, so just order 
replacements in the normal way. 
 
If you have purchased a ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle you can top-up by       
ordering single prints - just email us a list of what you want and we’ll take 
care of it for you.  
 
We also offer the option of ordering a ‘Replacement Refill Pack’ containing 
all the prints in the original bundles, but without the display boxes.  These 
are at a special discounted price.
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wise words ‘best sellers’ gift print bundlewise words ‘full collection’ gift print bundle

A5 ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle: £532.10 
A5 ‘Full Collection’ Refill Pack: £399.08 
 
A4 ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle: £707.20 
A4 ‘Full Collection’ Refill Pack: £530.40 
 
23x23cm ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle: £707.20 
23x23cm ‘Full Collection’ Refill Pack £530.40

Our Wise Words ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle now 
contains 30 extra brand new designs

*The number of prints in the bundle will increase as we add new designs to the range, so 
check our website for the latest spec and pricing
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Available in A5,  A4 and 23x23cm print sizes 
 
170 gift prints* - one of each design in the range  
 
Two wooden display boxes 
 
170 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 25% Off the standard trade 
price for individual prints

Available in A5, A4 and 23x23cm print sizes 
 
Top 12 best-selling designs, or choose your own designs 
 
6 of each design - 72 prints in total   
 
One wooden display box, plus 12 thick greyboard dividers 
 
72 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 15% Off the  
standard trade price for individual prints

A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundle: £225.36 
A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £191.56 
 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundle: £299.52 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £216.43 
 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundle: £299.52 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £216.43 
 
Extra greyboard dividers: £1 each
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wise words ‘best sellers’ gift print floor spinnerwise words ‘best sellers’ gift print counter-top spinner

Available in A5 print size only 
 
Top 12 best-selling designs, or choose your own designs 
 
6 of each design - 72 prints in total   
 
One counter-top spinner 
 
72 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 15% Off the standard trade price for individual prints 

. 

. 
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Available in A5, A4 and 23x23cm print sizes 
 
Top 40 best-selling designs, or choose your own designs 
 
6 of each design - 240 prints in total   
 
One floor spinner 
 
72 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 25% Off the standard 
trade price for individual prints

. 

. 

. 

. 

.
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A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Counter-top Spinner: £250.36 
A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £191.56

.

A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Floor Spinner Bundle: £751.20 
A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £469.80 
 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Floor Spinner Bundle: £998.40 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £750.80 
 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Floor Spinner Bundle: £998.40 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £750.80

.

.
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vintage words ‘best sellers’ gift print bundlevintage words ‘full collection’ gift print bundle

10 11

A5 ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle: £269.18 
A5 ‘Full Collection’ Refill Pack: £201.89 
 
A4 ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle: £357.76 
A4 ‘Full Collection’ Refill Pack: £268.32 
 
23x23cm ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle: £357.76 
23x23cm ‘Full Collection’ Refill Pack £268.32

Our Vintage Words ‘Full Collection’ Print Bundle 
now contains 30 extra brand new designs

*The number of prints in the bundle will increase as we add new designs to the range, so 
check our website for the latest spec and pricing
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Available in A5,  A4 and 23x23cm print sizes 
 
86 gift prints* - one of each design in the range  
 
One wooden display box 
 
86 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 25% Off the standard trade 
price for individual prints

Available in A5, A4 and 23x23cm print sizes 
 
Top 12 best-selling designs, or choose your own designs 
 
6 of each design - 72 prints in total   
 
One wooden display box, plus 12 thick greyboard dividers 
 
72 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 15% Off the standard trade 
price for individual prints
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.
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A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundle: £225.36 
A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £191.56 
 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundle: £299.52 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £216.43 
 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Print Bundle: £299.52 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £216.43 
 
Extra greyboard dividers: £1 each

.

.
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vintage words ‘best sellers’ gift print floor spinnervintage words ‘best sellers’ gift print counter-top spinner
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Available in A5 print size only 
 
Top 12 best-selling designs, or choose your 
own designs 
 
6 of each design - 72 prints in total   
 
One counter-top spinner 
 
72 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 15% Off 
the standard trade price for individual prints 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Counter Spinner: £250.36 
A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £191.56

.

Available in A5, A4 and 23x23cm print sizes 
 
Top 40 best-selling designs, or choose your own designs 
 
6 of each design - 240 prints in total   
 
One floor spinner 
 
72 print ‘Refill Packs’ available with 25% Off the standard 
trade price for individual prints
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. 

. 

. 
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A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Floor Spinner Bundle: £751.20 
A5 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £469.80 
 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Floor Spinner Bundle: £998.40 
A4 ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £750.80 
 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Floor Spinner Bundle: £998.40 
23x23cm ‘Best Sellers’ Refill Pack: £750.80

.

.

.
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We have to be honest, there aren’t a lot of cards like ours 
out there. They’re a bit different. Unique, almost. It’s also 
true they require a little more investment than the usual 
sparkly offerings available elsewhere, but, once a customer 
starts reading, that’s it. Pow! Hooked for life. 
 
And that’s because they say something. They say something about the          
recipient, and they say something about the giver.  They say ‘I saw this and it’s 
you, it has you written all over it’. It’s just the right card for just the right 
person that says just the right thing. Not a lot of other cards can say that. 
 
 
What do I get? 
In order to make it even easier to try out our card ranges we now offer 
two different pack sizes: 
 
Full Pack: Six cards per pack 
Half Pack: Three cards per pack 
 
Just tell us which you want when you order. 
 
 
How do I display them? 
We also offer various POS options to display our cards. These are    
available to purchase as empty units or as filled package deals. See the 
back pages of this catalogue for further details. 
 
 
New and revised designs 
Throughout the Greeting Cards section we have highlighted new and 
revised designs, as follows: 
 
New: A brand new design that hasn’t appeared in our catalogues before 
 
Revised: An existing design that we’ve reworked into a new design, so 
the text may be the same but the design will look different 
 
We have also ‘tweaked’ the text on various designs. This might be      
because of customer feedback, or simply because we came up with a 
better line. These designs haven’t been highlighted.  
 
 
Greeting Card RRP: £2.95 inc VAT 
Greeting Card Trade Price: £1.23 ex VAT



New - GC1719New - GC1711 New - GC1704

New - GC1700

GC683New - GC1718

GC847

GC848

New - GC1698

GC157 Friendship 
GC560 Dogs 
GC850 Daughters 
GC255 Happy Birthday 
GC849 Son 
GC066 Golf 
GC702 Follow Your Dreams 
GC856 Best Friend 
GC064 Wine 
GC001 Marriage 

GC559 Cycling 
GC259 Happy Anniversary 
GC691 Gin Lover 
GC065 Beer 
GC565 Sister 
GC694 Thinking Of You 
GC191 Books 
GC149 Gardening 
GC684 Football 
GC686 Running 

GC1627 Love 
GC713 Mum 
GC852 Husband 
GC703 Rugby 
GC269 Family 
GC258 New Home 
GC254 Cats 
GC257 I Love You 
GC705 Yoga 
GC714 Dad 

Top 30 Best-Selling Wise Words Greeting Cards 
 

GC686 GC846

interests 
& 

hobbies

GC844 GC845 GC858

GC859 GC1622

GC1628GC1631

GC668-1

GC684

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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GC253 GC707 GC709

GC710 GC711 GC557

GC695 GC857 GC701

GC704 GC705 GC703

GC192 GC559 GC265

GC266 GC842 GC843

GC149 GC150 GC066

GC067 GC190 GC191

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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GC080-1

GC082-1GC084-1 GC088-1

GC860 GC689

GC254

GC151 GC560

GC146

GC699 GC065

New - GC1721New - GC1703

GC206 GC693 GC687

GC064

GC567

GC708 GC712

GC691

GC841  
Also Available: GC840 - Whiskey (US & Irish spelling)

GC682

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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New - GC1702New - GC1701New - GC1699

New - GC1708New - GC1706New - GC1705

New - GC1713New - GC1710New - GC1709

New - GC1720New - GC1716New - GC1715

GC205-1

GC202-1

GC199-1

GC209-1 GC198-1 GC204-1

GC203-1 GC200-1

GC197-1 GC201-1

occupations

GC159

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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GC554

GC566

GC864GC561 GC692

GC270 GC148

GC555 GC556 GC208-1

occasions

GC1621

GC268

GC706 GC001 GC256

GC258 GC155

GC264 GC260

GC261 GC262

GC255

GC685

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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GC002

GC003

GC669-1 GC713New - GC1714

GC714 GC252 GC251

relations 
& 

relationships

GC259

GC1630 GC1623 GC1624

GC1626 New - GC1707

GC1625

GC448-1 GC715

GC563 GC564

GC063

GC263 GC269

GC861

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards

26 27



GC849 GC850 GC851

GC852 GC853 GC854

New - GC1271New - GC1490 New - GC1672

GC1629

GC085-1: from mother GC207-1 

GC004-1

GC081-1: from  mother

GC083-1 GC086-1 GC087-1

GC089-1

GC139-1 GC142-1

GC558 GC565 New - GC117-1

GC688

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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GC702

GC562

GC257

GC862

GC855

GC157 GC856 GC690

GC694 GC696

New - GC1712New - GC1717

GC700

GC698

GC568

GC1627

GC267 GC1632

GC1633 GC1634 GC1635

GC863 GC697

miscellaneous

wise words greeting cards   184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope 184 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   wise words greeting cards
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GC056-1     Dog Lover 

GC005-1     Super Cyclist 

GC052-1     Yoga Enthusiast 

GC058-1     Gardening Guru 

GC059-1     Golf Addict 

GC025-1     Book Lover 

GC046-1     Cat Lover 

GC055-1     Equine Enthusiast 

GC054-1     Brilliant Baker 

GC008-1     Literature Buff 

GC034-1     Music Lover 

GC043-1     Crafting Queen 

GC020-1     Coffee-holic 

GC024-1     Poetry Lover 

GC027-1     Wonderful Wordsmith 

GC006-1     Running Nut 

GC050-1     Gin Enthusiast 

GC029-1     Art Enthusiast 

GC032-1     Football Fanatic 

GC023-1     Wine Connoisseur 

GC036-1     Beer Connoisseur 

GC045-1     Tea Lover 

GC062-1     Travel Lover 

GC057-1     Culinary Genius 

GC060-1     Fishing Fanatic 

GC035-1     Rugby Fanatic 

GC047-1     Style Queen 

GC053-1     Nature Lover 

GC041-1     Speed Demon 

GC007-1     Countryside Nut

Top 30 Best-Selling Vintage Words Greeting Cards 
 

vintage words greeting cards   87 different designs   109mm x 155mm   textured card   grey envelope 87 different designs   109mm x 155mm   textured card   grey envelope   vintage words greeting cards

A plumber is someone who repairs what 

your other half fixed. A plumber is number 

one in the number two business. If you 

think it’s expensive to hire a good 

plumber, try hiring a bad one. If you  

believe in miracles try finding a plumber 

on a Sunday. Anybody who has any doubt 

about the ingenuity or the resourcefulness 

of a plumber never got a bill from one. 

Plumbers don’t like to be rushed - they 

get paid by the hour. They’re called 

plumbers because ‘multi-tasking genius 

of everything’ isn’t an actual job title. 

 

 

Plumbers

Question: What do you call a vet who can 

only take care of one species? Answer: A 

doctor. Being a vet means you get to draw 

blood, unfortunately, so do a lot of your 

patients. A vet might not be able to save 

the world, but they can save the animal 

in front of them, and sometimes that’s 

more than enough. A good vet doesn’t just 

treat animals, they also treat the people 

who love them. Being a vet is not  

just a career, it’s a way of life. Being  

a vet is a constant learning experience. 

 

Veterinarians

A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the 

imagination, and instil a love of learning.  

The object of teaching a child is to enable 

them to get along without a teacher. Teachers 

have three loves: love of learning, love of 

learners, and the love of bringing the first 

two loves together. The mediocre teacher tells; 

The good teacher explains; The superior teacher 

demonstrates; The great teacher inspires. To 

teach, learn. To learn, teach. Great teachers 

have high expectations for their students,  

but even higher expectations for themselves. 

  

 

Teachers

Never call an accountant a credit to their  

profession; a good accountant is a debit to 

their profession. Accounting is a profession 

where everybody counts. Accountants never  

retire, they simply recalculate. Creativity 

is great, but not in accounting. Behind every 

good business is a great accountant, and behind 

every great accountant is an unhealthy  

amount of coffee. Life is like accounting;      

everything must be balanced. The best       

accountants work their assets off. Accountants 

don’t argue, they just explain why they’re right. 

 

Accountants

Every good designer knows that the best design 

is as little design as possible. Real designers 

don’t need an excuse to design. Design is 

thinking made visible. The life of a designer 

is a fight against ugliness. Creativity is  

allowing yourself to make mistakes, design is 

knowing which ones to keep. The best part of 

being a designer is being a designer. Design 

is not a thing you do, it’s a way of life.  

Design is so simple, that’s why it’s  

so complicated. Everybody’s a designer,  

until, you know, they actually try to do it. 

 

Designers

Medicines cure diseases, but only doctors 

can cure patients. Save one life, you’re 

a hero - save a hundred lives, you’re a 

doctor. The best doctors give the least 

medicines. A doctor makes a difference, 

not just a living. A doctor’s comforting 

and reassuring words are sometimes more 

powerful than medicines. The best doctors 

dispense comfort, compassion, and  

caring. Doctors lead you towards wellness.  

A  doctor examines the past, diagnoses  

the present, and predicts the future. 

 

Doctors

Engineers turn dreams into reality. Scientists 

investigate that which already is, engineers 

create that which has never been. Engineers 

like to solve problems - if there are no  

problems readily available, they will create 

their own problems. Engineering is the closest 

thing to magic that exists in the world. Science 

is about knowing, engineering is about doing. 

A pessimist says the glass is half empty, an 

optimist says the glass is half full, but  

an engineer says the glass is too big.  

Where there is engineering, there is a way. 

 

Engineers

Farmer; a person who is outstanding in 

their field. The farmer has to be an  

optimist otherwise they wouldn’t still 

be a farmer. Farmers don’t just work 

until the sun goes down, they work until 

the job is done. I have too many tractors. 

Said no farmer. Ever. A farmer is someone 

who works in acres not hours. Farming is 

a profession of faith, hope, and hard 

work. Farming isn’t a job for everyone 

but, hay, it’s in your jeans. Farming is 

more than just a job; it’s a way of life. 

    

 

Farmers

Firefighters are hot stuff. Firefighters save more 

than homes, they save hearts and memories and 

dreams. Some people run from problems, the firefighter 

runs towards them. Firefighters kick ash. When 

someone becomes a firefighter their greatest act 

of bravery has been accomplished - what they do 

after that is all in the line of work. Firefighters 

have the coolest toys ever. It’s not what’s in 

front of you, it’s who stands besides you. Firefighting 

is one of the few professions left that still  

makes house calls. To a firefighter your worst  

nightmare is just another day at the office. 

 

 

Firefighters

New - GC1736 New - GC1738 New - GC1739

New - GC1745 New - GC1750 New - GC1749

New - GC1722 New - GC1732 New - GC1733

Dentists were created to put a smile on your 

face. Love conquers all things... except 

toothache... for that you need a dentist. You 

don’t have to brush your teeth, just the ones 

you want to keep. Life is short; smile while 

you still have teeth. A dentist is the boss 

of floss. When it comes to teeth, a dentist    

always gets to the root of the problem. 

Lying through your teeth does not count as 

flossing. Dentists are paid to get on your 

nerves. A dentist always tells the tooth, 

the whole tooth, and nothing but the tooth. 

  

 

Dentists

A driving instructor is a bit like a bomb 

disposal expert - someone who risks their 

life for the greater good on a daily basis. 

They’re called driving instructors because 

‘life changing, multi-tasking, miracle 

worker’ isn’t an official job title. If you 

remain calm when everything around you is 

in chaos, you must be a driving instructor. 

A driving instructor is just like a normal 

instructor, but with nerves of steel. If 

at first you don’t succeed, try paying  

more attention to your driving instructor. 

  

 

Driving Instructors

Electricians illuminate the world, one  

circuit at a time. An electrician is a 

bright spark who knows what’s watt. The  

correct title for an electrician’s apprentice 

is a shock absorber. An electrician is like 

an engineer, but with common sense. If you 

believe in miracles try finding an  

electrician on a Sunday. You’d be shocked 

how difficult it is to be a good electrician. 

Skilled electricians aren’t cheap, and 

cheap electricians aren’t skilled. Never 

trust an electrician without eyebrows. 

 

 

Electricians

When you’re an estate agent, selling is not 

something you do to someone, it’s something 

you do for someone. An estate agent is really 

just a multi-tasking ninja in a nice jacket. 

An estate agent doesn’t just sell you a house, 

they sell you a new adventure. An estate agent 

is basically a full-time psychologist who 

shows people around houses every now and then. 

If you’re a good estate agent, everything you 

touch turns to ‘sold’. An estate agent is part 

tour guide, part consultant, part therapist, 

part advisor, and part really good friend. 

 

 

Estate Agents

Hair today, gorgeous tomorrow. Good hair speaks 

louder than words. ‘Thank goodness it’s Friday’, 

said no hairdresser. Ever. Life is too short to have 

boring hair. Beauty comes from inside... inside 

the hair salon. Great hair doesn’t happen by chance 

it happens by appointment. Life isn’t perfect, 

but your hair can be. Always be nice to the person 

holding scissors next to your head. Good hair 

doesn’t stay home on a Friday night. You’ve never 

truly worked hard until you’ve done a December  

as a hairdresser. Inner beauty is a great  

thing, but fabulous hair doesn’t hurt either. 

  

 

Hairdressers

A truly great midwife is hard to find, 

and impossible to forget. Midwives bring 

out the kid in you. ‘I do this for the 

money’, said no midwife. Ever. A midwife 

is someone who shows women how strong 

they are, every single day. They’re 

called midwives because ‘life changing, 

multi-tasking, miracle worker’ isn’t an 

official job title. If you remain calm 

when everything around you is in chaos, 

you must be a midwife. Being a midwife  

is 1% occupation, and 99% dedication. 
 

 

Midwives

New - GC1731 New - GC1734 New - GC1735

New - GC1737 New - GC1740 New - GC1741
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Who needs love when there's a thing called

shopping. Whoever said money can't buy happiness

simply didn't know where to go shopping.

Only one shopping day left until tomorrow.

Anyone who lives within their means suffers

from a lack of imagination. Shopping: The

fine art of acquiring things you don't need

with money you don't have. Shopping is better

than sex - If you're not satisfied after

shopping you can make an exchange for something

you really like. A bargain is something 

you can't use at a price you can't resist. 

Shopaholic

GC077-1

There is a bit of insanity in dancing that

does everybody a great deal of good. The

job of feet is walking, but their hobby is

dancing. Dancing is a perpendicular 

expression of a horizontal desire. When you

dance, your purpose is not to get to a 

certain place on the floor, it’s to enjoy

each step along the way. They who cannot

dance put the blame on the floor. Any kind

of dancing is better than no dancing at all.

Always dance like nobody’s watching. Dance

first, think later - it’s the natural order. 

Dancing Enthusiast

GC078-1

Tennis is a perfect combination of violent

action taking place in an atmosphere of

total tranquillity. You only live once,

but you get to serve twice. Serious tennis

players hate to lose more than they love

to win. Tennis is an addiction that, once

it hooks you, will not let you go. Whoever

said, ‘It’s not whether you win or lose

that counts,’ probably lost. Tennis: The

ball is round, the game is long. 

Spectacular tennis performances are 

preceded by spectacular tennis preparation.

Tennis Buff

GC079-1

In extreme sports, it’s quite ironic how you 

feel most alive when your heart skips a few 

beats. If at first you don’t succeed, extreme 

sports is definitely not your thing. Life begins 

at the end of your comfort zone. Adrenaline is 

like a superpower for human beings. You know 

you’re an adrenaline junkie when the thrill of 

danger overcomes the fear of death. Extreme 

sports are very popular with people who don’t 

feel that regular sports are lethal enough.  

Extreme sport is not a matter of life and  

death, oh wait, yes, that’s exactly what it is. 

 

Adrenaline Junkies

New - GC1723

In order to see birds, it is necessary to become 

a part of the silence. You know you’re a bird 

watcher when you’re easily distracted... hold 

on... there’s a bird. Not all who wander are lost, 

some are just looking for cool birds. A day  

without bird watching is like... just kidding, I 

have no idea. Education is important, but birding 

is importanter. The early bird gets the worm.  

The early birdwatcher gets both. It’s ok if you 

don’t like birdwatching, it’s kind of a hobby 

for smart people anyway. The best way to get 

a birder to talk to you, is to talk about birds. 

 

Birdwatching Buff

New - GC1725

Life is great, but cheese makes it even better. 

Cheese is milk’s leap towards immortality. There’s 

no such thing as too much cheese. Sweet dreams are 

made of cheese. The only possible reason to exercise 

is so that you can eat more cheese. Love comes in 

many different forms; Grated; Sliced; Melted... The 

secret ingredient is always cheese. Good cheese 

needs good friends. Cheese: It’s milk that you chew. 

Never trust a person who doesn’t like cheese. 

There’s no such thing as a problem that can’t be 

solved with cheese. You can cook with cheese... 

sometimes you might even want to add food to it. 

 

 

Cheese Addict

New - GC1728

Sewing is therapy for when you feel the need 

to stab something 10,000 times. Life is 

short, buy the fabric. Sewing is not a hobby, 

it’s a post-apocalyptic survival skill. 

Needleworkers take it one stitch at a time. 

To sew or not to sew? What a silly question. 

Sewing each day keeps the crazy away. Did you 

know that if you sew fast enough you can class 

it as exercise? Sewing is a journey, not a 

destination. A sewaholic is someone who likes 

to party (if by party you mean stay home and 

sew). Sewing is like magic, but with fabric. 

 

Sewing Addict

New - GC1746

Snooker is just chess with balls. You know you 

have a problem when you only play snooker on days 

ending with Y. Good snooker players beat people 

with a stick for fun. A snooker player is someone 

who, though not addicted to snooker, is in a very 

committed relationship with it. Weekend  forecast: 

100% chance of snooker. Less talking, more  
chalking. Snooker players don’t need therapy, they 

just need a good break. A day without snooker 

wouldn’t kill you, but why risk it? Snooker: possibly 

the greatest game in the world, particularly  

loved by the very intelligent and good looking.  

 

Snooker Enthusiast

New - GC1747

Why? Because it’s there. In the mountains 

there are only two grades: You can either 

do it, or you can’t. Mountains are not fair 

or unfair, they are just dangerous. The best 

climber in the world is the one having the 

most fun. Mountains have a way of dealing 

with overconfidence. The best view comes after 

the hardest climb. Every mountain top is within 

reach if you just keep climbing. There are 

no short cuts to anywhere worth going. The 

person who says it cannot be done should 

not interrupt the person who is doing it. 

 

Climbing Enthusiast

New - GC1726

Time flies when you’re having rum. Drinking 

rum before 10am in the morning doesn’t 

make you an alcoholic, it makes you a    

pirate. The glass can be half empty or 

half full, as long as there’s rum in it. 

Rum doesn’t ask silly questions, rum    

understands. Run? I thought you said rum! 

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum (or preferably 

two). One of the disadvantages of rum is 

that it makes you mistake words for 

thoughts. Rum is never the answer, mainly 

because it makes you forget the question.

 

Rum Connoisseur

New - GC1489

They’re called ‘nurses’ because ‘miracle 

worker’ isn’t an official title. Nurses are 

there when the first breath is taken, and 

nurses are there when the last breath is taken. 

Nurse rule number one: never look freaked out. 

Save one life, you’re a hero. Save a hundred 

lives, you’re a nurse. Nursing is a work of 

heart. To care and give comfort to others when 

you’re almost beaten yourself makes a nurse a 

force to be reckoned with. Nursing never gets 

easier, you just get stronger. Nurses are  

one of the few blessings of being ill. 

 

 

Nurses

New - GC1743

To be a real star performer you have to be 

passionately committed to what you’re doing 

and insanely confident about your ability to 

pull it off. You might be sick or a little down, 

but the second you hit the stage and hear 

the crowd, you’re ready to perform - that’s 

what a true performer is. The only thing 

better than performing is more performing. 

In order to succeed as a performer,  

whether you’re an actor, or a musician, or a  

dancer, or whatever - your desire for success  

should be greater than your fear of failure. 

 

Performers

New - GC1744

True soldiers fight not because they hate what is 

in front of them but because they love what is behind 

them. Soldiers; we don’t know them all, but we owe 

them all. Love the soldier, hate the war. Being a 

soldier is more than courage, it’s sacrificing 

yourself for something greater than yourself. It 

doesn’t take a hero to order soldiers into battle, 

it takes a hero to be one of those soldiers who 

goes into battle. Soldiers give their tomorrow, 

for our today. Some people live an entire lifetime 

and wonder if they made a difference in the  

world - a soldier does not have that problem. 

 

 

Soldiers

New - GC1748

In netball you miss 100 percent of the shots you 

don’t take. Netball is not just a sport, it’s a 

lifestyle. Play with strength, win with grace. 

In netball, life is better with goals. Netball 

is all in the head - it’s not how good you are, 

it’s how good you want to be. If you have friends 

that ask you to choose between them and netball, 

you need new friends. When you play netball your 

team becomes your family, the ball becomes your 

best friend, the court becomes your home, and 

the game becomes your life. For netball players 

winning isn’t everything, but wanting to win is. 

 

Netball Enthusiast

New - GC1742

You don’t have to be a beer drinker to be good 

at darts, but it certainly helps. A day without 

darts is like... just kidding, I have absolutely 

no idea. Weekend forecast: 100% chance of 
darts, with a chance of drinking. Aim. Shoot. 

Swear. Repeat. A day without darts wouldn’t 

kill you... but why risk it? Education is     

important, but darts is importanter. In darts, 

it’s bullseye or goodbye. Darts, because throwing 

rocks at each other is frowned upon. It’s true, 

you can’t survive on beer alone... you need 

darts as well. One hundred and eiiiightyyyy! 

 

Darts Enthusiast

New - GC1730
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Whoever said money can’t buy happiness  

obviously hasn’t found the right beauty salon. 

Beauty comes from the inside... inside the 

beauty salon. To a beautician there are a 

Brazilian reasons to get waxed. A good beautician 

is a bit like a magician, but without the 

pointy hat. Great nails don’t happen by chance, 

they happen by appointment. When in doubt, just 

add glitter. To a beautician, lashes speak 

louder than words. Happiness is a brand new 

lipstick. A beautician is part artist, part 

therapist, part stylist, and all fabulous. 

 

 

Beauticians

In the building world, tools are important, but the 

greatest tool you have is your mind. Work in     

construction they said, it’ll be fun they said. 

They didn’t mention the 5 a.m. alarm clock. If at 

first you don’t succeed, that’s about average for 

a building project. The apprentice is someone who 

gets the task of buying tartan paint, spirit level 

bubbles and a left-handed screwdriver. If you ask 

a builder, the best architect is the one that brings 

food to the site. There’s no problem a good hammer 

can’t solve. On a building site, the only project 

that goes according to plan is the lunch break. 

 

Builders

Anybody can kick down a door, but it takes 

a good carpenter to make one. Carpenters 

never argue, they just explain why they’re 

right. A carpenter is someone who makes and 

repairs wooden objects, and looks mighty 

fine whilst doing it. To carpenters, a day 

without sawdust and sweat is a day not well 

spent. A good carpenter should measure 

twice, cut once, and swear quietly.  

Carpenters are like normal people, but way 

cooler. Carpenters don’t make mistakes, 

they make interesting design features. 

 

 

Carpenters

New - GC1724 New - GC1726 New - GC1727
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Photography is the only language that can be

understood anywhere in the world. A good

photograph is knowing where to stand. 

Photography is an art of observation. It has

little to do with the things you see and

everything to do with the way you see them.

The best thing about a picture is that it

never changes, even when the subjects in it do.

Photography is a way of feeling, of touching,

of loving... what you have caught on camera is

captured forever... it remembers little things,

long after you have forgotten everything. 

Photography Buff

GC019-1

The smell of fresh coffee is the best thing

in the world. Never trust anyone who doesn’t

drink coffee. What goes best with a cup of

coffee? Another cup of coffee. May your coffee

be strong and your Monday be short. Coffee

should be black as hell, strong as death, and

sweet as love. Coffee is the most important

meal of the day. Coffee with a friend is like

capturing happiness in a cup. With enough

coffee, nothing is impossible. Life happens

– but coffee helps. Behind every successful

person is a substantial amount of coffee.

Coffee-holic

GC020-1

History is who we are and why we are the way

we are. If you don’t know history, then you

don’t know anything, you are a leaf that

doesn’t know it is part of a tree. We are

not makers of history, we are made by history.

Those who do not remember the past are

condemned to repeat it. We learn from history

that we don’t learn from history. People who

make history know nothing about history, you

can see that in the sort of history they make.

Hindsight is the historian’s necessary 

vice. Work hard, have fun, make history. 

History Buff

GC021-1

The length of a film should be directly related

to the endurance of the human bladder. A movie

should have a beginning, a middle, and an

end, but not necessarily in that order. The

difference between life and the movies is

that a script has to make sense, and life

doesn’t. A great film should seem new every

time you see it. A good movie is three good

scenes and no bad scenes. People who ‘like’

movies have a favourite, people who ‘love’ movies

couldn’t possibly choose. In the movies you

get even; in life, diplomacy is best.

Movie Buff

GC022-1

Wine is bottled poetry. Reality is just an 

illusion that occurs due to lack of wine. All

you need is love... and a bottle of wine! When

the wine goes in, strange things come out. A

meal without wine is like a day without sunshine.

The definition of a good wine is that it should

start and end with a smile. Seven days without

wine makes one weak. Wine is sunlight, held 

together by water. Age is just a number - it's

totally irrelevant unless, of course, you happen

to be a bottle of wine. Wine improves with 

age - the older you get the better you like it.

Wine Connoisseur

GC023-1

Poetry is when an emotion has found its

thought and the thought has found words.

Poetry comes from the highest happiness or

the deepest sorrow. Poetry is not a matter

of feelings, it is a matter of language and

it is language that creates feelings. Poetry

is language at its most distilled and most

powerful. Poetry heals the wounds 

inflicted by reason. Poetry, at its best,

is the language your soul would speak if

you could teach your soul to speak. Genuine

poetry can communicate before it is understood.

Poetry Lover

GC024-1

To write is more than putting pretty words

on a page; the act of writing is to share a

part of your soul with the world. Start

writing, no matter what - the water does not

flow until the tap is turned on. As a writer

you try to listen to what others aren’t saying,

and write about the silence. The only writer

to whom you should compare yourself is the

writer you were yesterday. The scariest 

moment in writing is always just before 

you start. First drafts don’t have to 

be perfect, they just have to be written. 

Wonderful Wordsmith

GC027-1

Exercise is 100% mental – your body won’t go
where your mind doesn’t push it. Suck it up,

so you don’t have to suck it in.  Exercise

in the morning, before your brain figures out

what you’re doing. When you lose your 

excuses, you will find your results. Stop wishing,

start doing. The pain you feel today, will be

the strength you feel tomorrow. The body

achieves what the mind believes. To change

your body you must first change your 

mind. Warning: daily exercise and healthy 

eating leads to increased awesomeness.

Fitness Fanatic

GC028-1

Art enables us to find ourselves and lose

ourselves at the same time. Art is never

finished, only abandoned. Creativity is

allowing yourself to make mistakes - art

is knowing which ones to keep. Art should

comfort the disturbed and disturb the 

comfortable. You don’t make art, you find

it. Art is a language written by all, 

understood by some. Every child is an artist,

the problem is how to remain an artist

once you grow up. Art is a passion or it is

nothing. Art is not a skill, it’s imagination. 

Art Enthusiast

GC029-1

To enter a theatre for a performance is to be 

inducted into a magical space, to be ushered 

into the sacred arena of the imagination. Great 

theatre is about challenging how we think and 

encouraging us to fantasize about a world we 

aspire to. Theatre is a mirror, a sharp reflection 

of society. Acting is behaving truthfully under 

imaginary circumstances. Theatre is the art of 

looking at ourselves. Theatre is the greatest 

of all art forms, the most immediate way in 

which a human being can share with another  

the sense of what it is to be a human being. 

 

 

Theatre Lover

GC030-1

Style is knowing who you are, what you want to

say, and not giving a damn. Whoever said that

money can't buy happiness, simply didn't know

where to go shopping. Fashions fade, style is

eternal. Style is a way to say who you are

without having to speak. Style is about being

comfortable in your own skin. You don't need

to follow trends to be stylish. Fashion can be

bought, but style one must possess. Fashion

should be a form of escapism, and not a form

of imprisonment. The stylish person 

wears clothes, the clothes don't wear them.

Style Lover

GC031-1

In life, as in football, you won’t go far

unless you know where the goalposts are. If

you eat football, sleep football, breathe

football, you’re not mad, you’re just passionate.

Playing football with your feet is one

thing, but playing football with your heart

is another. Playing football is very simple, but

playing simple football is the hardest thing

there is. Football is a game of mistakes

- whoever makes the fewest mistakes wins.

There are two times of year: football

season, and waiting for football season.

Football Fanatic

GC032-1

Life is like a boxing match - defeat is 

declared not when you fall, but when you 

refuse to stand again. Champions aren’t 

made in the gym, champions are made from 

something they have deep inside them - a 

desire, a dream, a vision. A champion is 

someone who stands up when they can’t. 

Boxing is the toughest and loneliest sport 

in the world. Every champion was once a 

contender that refused to give up. It’s not 

about how hard you hit, it’s about how hard 

you can get hit, and keep moving forward.  

 

Boxing Fanatic

Revised - GC033-1

Where words fail, music speaks. A painter paints

pictures on canvas, but musicians paint their

pictures on silence. Music expresses that which

cannot be said and on which it is impossible to

be silent. Great music should strike fire from

the heart and bring tears from the eyes. Music

is what feelings sound like. Music can change

the world because it can change people. Music

washes away from the soul the dust of everyday

life. The world's most famous and popular 

language is music. Music is enough for a

lifetime, but a lifetime is not enough for music.

Music Lover

GC034-1

A room without books is like a body without

a soul. Always read something that will

make you look good if you die in the middle

of it. No two persons ever read the same

book. You know you’ve read a good book when

you turn the last page and feel a little

as if you have lost a friend. You can never

get a cup of tea large enough or a book

long enough. The worth of a book is to be

measured by what you can carry away from

it. There are worse crimes than burning

books, one of them is not reading them. 

Book Lover

GC025-1

The three most important things in life: 

surf, surf, surf. Everyone is equal before a 

wave. Wiping out is an underappreciated 

skill. Surfing is like the mafia - once 

you’re in, you’re in, there’s no getting 

out. Surfing is all about where your mind’s 

at. If you’re having a bad day, catch a wave. 

Waves are not measured in feet and inches, 

they’re measured in increments of fear. When 

the surf’s up, your life is too. You can’t 

stop the waves, but you can learn to surf. 

The best wave of your life is still out there.

 

Surfing Fanatic

Revised - GC026-1

In rugby, blood clots, scars heal, pain goes

away, but glory lasts forever. The more you

sweat in training, the less you bleed in

battle. Rugby is the only sport where you

can be kicked, punched, bitten, trampled,

and crushed, and you love every minute of

it. Rugby: No pads, no helmets, just balls.

All the talent in the world won’t take you

anywhere without your teammates. Rugby is

like war – easy to start, difficult to stop,
and impossible to forget. Rugby is the only

sport where the team bus is an ambulance.

Rugby Fanatic

GC035-1

A fine beer may be judged with only one sip,

but it's better to be thoroughly sure.

Without question, the greatest invention in

the history of mankind is beer. Beauty is

in the eye of the beer holder. There is no

such thing as a bad beer, it's just that

some taste better than others. Drinking

beer doesn't make you fat, it makes you

lean... against bars, tables, chairs, and

poles. Feel sorry for people who don't drink

- when they wake up in the morning, that's

as good as they're going to feel all day. 

Beer Connoisseur

GC036-1
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Cricket is the greatest thing ever created

on earth. Teamwork makes the dream work.

Good cricketers never lose their nerve;

they just bat on. A cricket team doesn’t

depend on one or two players; it’s the

team that plays to win. One-day cricket is

an exhibition, but test cricket is an 

examination. Cricket is a game played by 11

fools and watched by 11,000 fools. To stay

in, you’ve got to not get out. Cricket is

a serious game that involves you knowing

your dibbly-dobbly from your googly.

Cricket Connoisseur

GC037-1

Sailing is the closest you can get to 

nature - it’s adrenaline, fear, a constant

challenge and a learning experience, an

adventure into the unknown. A sailor is an

artist whose medium is the wind. Calm seas

never make skilled sailors. Of all 

obsessions, a boat is as good as any, perhaps

a bit better than most. Home is where the

anchor drops. The sea was not meant to be

controlled, the sea was meant to be sailed.

There is nothing half so much worth 

doing as simply messing about in boats.

Sailing Enthusiast

GC038-1

Everything in life is somewhere else, and you

get there in a car. The one thing that unites

all human beings, regardless of age, gender,

religion, economic status or ethnic background,

is that, deep down inside, we ALL believe that

we are above average drivers. If I had all the

money that I’d spent on cars, I’d spend it all

on cars. The best car safety device is a rear-

view mirror with a police officer in it. Never

lend your car to anyone to whom you have given

birth. Until you’ve learned to drive,

you’ve never really learned how to swear.

Petrol Head

GC039-1

So much universe, and so little time. One small

step for man, one giant leap for mankind.

Space, the final frontier. The universe is a

pretty big place, so if it’s just us, it seems

like an awful waste of space. The surest sign

that intelligent life exists elsewhere in the

universe is that none of it has tried to 

contact us. The universe is not required to be

in perfect harmony with human ambition. The

universe seems neither benign nor hostile,

merely indifferent. If offered a seat on a

rocket ship, don’t ask what seat, just get on. 

Space Geek

GC040-1

Love is the feeling you get when you like

something as much as your motorbike. Four

wheels move the body, two wheels move the

soul. Race the rain, ride the wind, chase the

sunset - only a biker understands. No matter

how bad your day is, your motorbike will always

make you feel better. Motorbikes don’t leak

oil, they mark their territory. When life

throws you a curve, lean into it. You live

more for five minutes going fast on a bike

than other people do in all of their life.

To ride or not to ride? Stupid question.

Speed Demon

GC041-1

There are two kinds of people in the world

- those who appreciate a good beard and

those who are wrong. The only reason to shave

your beard is the joy of growing it again.

With great beard comes great responsibility.

When you stop shaving you have more time to

contemplate your awesomeness. Beards are the

new six pack. You don’t choose the beard,

the beard chooses you. There’s a name for

people without beards: women. If your

friends encourage you to shave your beard,

don’t wait, make new friends immediately.

Bearded Wonder

GC042-1

I craft, therefore I rock! Craft so hard you

start to sweat glitter. All good things come

to those who craft. Crafting comes before

housework in the dictionary, as it should.

In crafting, there are no mistakes, just

unique creations. Crafting each day keeps

the crazy away. To craft or not to craft,

that is the question. When in doubt, just add

some glitter. Crafting is not a hobby, it’s

a way of life. Been there, crafted that!

Crafting makes everything better, even 

Mondays. I was crafty before crafty was cool.

Crafting Queen

GC043-1

There are few hours in life more agreeable

than the hour dedicated to the ceremony

known as afternoon tea. If you are cold,

tea will warm you; if you are too heated,

it will cool you; if you are depressed, it

will cheer you; if you are excited, it

will calm you. There's always time for a

cup of tea. Do not accept badly made cups

of tea - do not surround yourself with

people that make them - they don’t care

about you. Tea - a hug in a cup. A simple

cup of tea is far from a simple matter. 

Tea Lover

GC045-1

Home is the nicest word there is. Home is where

you can say anything you please, because nobody

pays any attention to you anyway. Home is any

four walls that enclose the right people. May

your home always be too small to hold all of

your friends. There is nothing like staying at

home for real comfort. A house is made of

bricks, a home is made of love and dreams. Home

is the place we love best and grumble most.

A home is a place for memories to be made

and dreams to come true. There's nothing

half so pleasant as coming home again.

Homebody

GC044-1

As every cat owner knows, nobody owns a

cat. If a dog jumps onto your lap, it is

because he is fond of you; but if a cat

does the same thing, it is because your

lap is warmer. To a cat, “NO!” means

“Not while I'm looking”. You own a dog

but you feed a cat. If cats could talk,

they wouldn't. Women and cats will do as

they please, and men and dogs should

relax and get used to the idea. Cats have

a scam going - you buy the food, they eat

the food, they go away; that's the deal.

Cat Lover

GC046-1

Style is knowing who you are, what you want to

say, and not giving a damn. Whoever said that

money can't buy happiness, simply didn't know

where to go shopping. Fashions fade, style is

eternal. Style is a way to say who you are

without having to speak. Style is about being

comfortable in your own skin. You don't need

to follow trends to be stylish. Fashion can be

bought, but style one must possess. Fashion

should be a form of escapism, and not a form

of imprisonment. The stylish person 

wears clothes, the clothes don't wear them.

Style Queen

GC047-1

Put “eat chocolate” at the top of your

list of things to do today. That way, at

least you’ll get one thing done. There are

only three things in life that matter -

good friends, good chocolate and, oh

dear, what was that other one? Research

tells us fourteen out of any ten individuals

like chocolate. A little too much chocolate

is just about right. Chocolate is nature’s

way of making up for Mondays. If you’ve

got melted chocolate all over your

hands, you’re eating it too slowly. 

Choco-holic

GC048-1

Give a girl the right shoes and she can

conquer the world. Keep your head, heels and

standards high. Cinderella is proof that a

new pair of shoes can change your life. Good

shoes take you to good places. Shoes speak

louder than words. There is always room for

another pair of shoes like there is always

room for dessert. So many shoes so few feet.

A shoe has so much more to offer than just

to walk. Shoes are a girl's best friend. If

the shoe fits buy it in every colour. The

higher the heels the closer to heaven.

Shoe Worshipper

GC049-1

Don’t cry over spilt milk… it could have

been gin. To gin or not to gin? Silly 

question. Good friends offer advice, real

friends offer gin. The definition of self

control: someone who never drinks anything

stronger than gin before breakfast. A

good gin and tonic may be judged with only

one sip, but it’s better to be thoroughly

sure. When life gives you lemons, make

a gin and tonic. If gin can’t fix it,

you have a serious problem. The best

kind of tonic has a large gin in it.  

Gin Enthusiast

GC050-1

Life is short, eat the cake. Love is like a

good cake; you never know when it’s coming, but

you’d better eat it when it does. Oh you want

to have your cake and eat it too? Darn right,

what good is cake if you can't eat it? Eat cake,

because it’s someone’s birthday somewhere

today. Make the world a better place, one slice

of cake at a time. Nutrition facts are useless;

all you want to know is how long you have to be

at the gym to eat cake everyday. Let them eat

cake? Too late, already ate it! Happiness 

is knowing there is a cake in the oven. 

Cake Connoisseur

GC051-1

Yoga is not about touching your toes, it is

what you learn on the way down. Yoga is like

life - it’s a balance of holding on and 

letting go. Yoga does not change the way we

see things, it transforms the person who sees.

Yoga is not for the flexible, it’s for the

willing. Warning: yoga has been known to cause

health and happiness. Bend, so that you don’t

break. In yoga, obstacles do not block the

path, they are the path. Don’t practice yoga

to get better at yoga; practice yoga to get

better at life; life is all about balance.

Yoga Enthusiast

GC052-1

To walk in nature is to witness a thousand

miracles. Look deep into nature, and then you

will understand everything better. Adopt the

pace of nature: her secret is patience. If

you truly love nature, you will find beauty

everywhere. A walk in nature walks the soul

back home. Nature does not hurry, yet everything

is accomplished. In every walk with nature

one receives far more than one seeks. Nature

is not a place to visit, it is home. It’s

hard not to stand in awe and enchantment with

the beauty in which nature expresses itself.

Nature Lover

GC0531-1

A basic rule of baking is that, in general,

it’s almost impossible to make an inedible

batch of brownies. Baking is both an art

and a science. It’s all about a balancing act

between time, temperature, and ingredients:

that’s the art of baking. You only live

once - lick the bowl. You can’t be sad when

you’re holding a freshly baked cupcake.

Nothing says ‘home’ like the smell of baking.

In baking, as in life, no one likes a 

soggy bottom. Good bakers never lack

friends. Good things come to those who bake.

Brilliant Baker

GC054-1
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A horse is poetry in motion. To ride a horse

is to ride the sky. A horse is the animal

to have, eleven-hundred pounds of raw 

muscle, power, grace, and sweat between

your legs, it’s something you just can’t

get from a pet hamster. Horses - if God made

anything more beautiful, he kept it for

himself. A good horse makes short miles.

Riding: The art of keeping a horse between

you and the ground. It is not enough to know

how to ride; you must know how to fall. No hour

of life is wasted that is spent in the saddle.

Equine Enthusiast

GC055-1

Dogs are the only creatures on Earth that love

you more than they love themselves. The average

dog is a nicer person than the average person.

Happiness is a warm puppy.  Dogs are not our

whole life, but they make our lives whole.

Dogs are like people - they  need a job and

a family to be what they’re meant to be.

There are over three hundred words for love

in canine. If I could be half the person my dog

is, I'd be twice the human I am. The world

would be a nicer place if everyone had the

ability to love as unconditionally as a dog.

Dog Lover

GC0561

No one is born a great cook, one learns by

doing. Eating is a necessity but cooking is

an art. All cooking is a matter of time, in

general, the more time the better. Cooking

is the moment when ingredients combine to

form something more delectable than the sum

of their parts. Everything tastes better when

cooked by someone else. A good cook is like a

sorcerer who dispenses happiness. The way to

entice people into cooking is to cook delicious

things. Cooking is like love. It should be

entered into with abandon or not at all.

Culinary Genius

GC057-1

The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt,

head in the sun, heart with nature. Gardening

is a matter of your enthusiasm holding

up until your back gets used to it. One

of the most delightful things about a

garden is the anticipation it provides.

A garden is always a series of losses set

against a few triumphs, like life itself.

Gardening requires lots of water, most

of it in the form of perspiration. Weed

it and reap. A garden is a place to find 

yourself when you want to lose yourself.

Gardening Guru

GC058-1

Golf is so popular because it is the best

game in the world at which to be bad. They

say golf is like life, but don't believe

them, it’s way more complicated than that.

Golf is a lot of walking, broken up by 

disappointment and bad arithmetic. Golf can

best be defined as an endless series of

tragedies obscured by the occasional miracle.

They call it golf because all of the other

four-letter words were taken. Golf combines

two favourite British pastimes: taking long

walks and hitting things with a stick.

Golf Addict

GC059-1

There's a fine line between fishing and just

standing on the shore like an idiot. If people

concentrated on the really important things

in life, there'd be a shortage of fishing

poles. Definition of a fish: an animal that

grows the fastest between the time it’s caught

and the time the fisherman describes it to

his friends. A bad day of fishing is still

better than a good day at the office. Nothing

makes a fish bigger than almost being caught.

The two best times to fish are when 

it's raining and when it’s not raining.

Fishing Fanatic

GC060-1

The science of today is the technology of 

tomorrow. Science is more a way of thinking

than a body of knowledge. What is now proven

was once only imagined. The good thing about

science is that it’s true, whether you believe

in it or not. Everything is theoretically 

impossible, until it is done. Somewhere, something

incredible is waiting to be known. Without 

science, everything is a miracle. The greater

the scientific advance, the more primitive the

fear. Experiment, fail, learn, repeat. Science

is the systematic classification of experience.

Science Geek

GC061-1

A journey is best measured in friends,

rather than miles. The world is a book and

those who do not travel read only one page.

A destination is not a place, it's a new

way of seeing things. Exploring the unknown

requires tolerating uncertainty. Travel is

fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-

mindedness. A journey of a thousand miles

must begin with a single step. Be prepared

to go anywhere, providing it is forwards.

Not all those who wander are lost. It’s the

journey, not the arrival, that matters.

Travel Lover

GC062-1

Studies have shown that riding a bicycle

every day makes you more awesome than 

everybody else on the planet. Crashing is

part of cycling as crying is part of love.

I have too many bikes. Said no cyclist.

Ever. Nothing compares to the simple pleasure

of a bike ride. One of the most important

days in your life is the day you learn to

ride a bicycle. Melancholy is incompatible

with cycling. Don’t buy upgrades, ride up

grades. Life is like riding a bicycle: you

don't fall off unless you stop pedalling.

Super Cyclist

GC005-1

Running is nothing more than a series of 

arguments between the part of your brain that

wants to stop and the part that wants to keep

going. The trouble with running is that by

the time you realise you're not in shape for

it, it's too far to walk back.  There are many

challenges to running, but one of the greatest

is the question of where to put one’s house

keys. A good laugh and a long run are the two

best cures for anything. Running – if it was

easy everyone would do it. Running is a mental

sport – anyone who does it is insane.

Running Nut

GC006-1

A walk down a country lane is good for

body, heart, and soul. There is a peace and

tranquility that can only be found in the

countryside. The countryside proves that

the best things in life aren’t things. The

countryside - some call it the middle of

nowhere, but really it’s the centre of

everything. In the countryside there’s

never enough time to do all the nothing you

want. The countryside always makes you feel

better, happier, and more hopeful; it is

sunshine, food, and medicine for the soul. 

Countryside Nut

GC007-1

Literature exists because the world isn’t

enough. Literature is the art of discovering

something extraordinary about ordinary people,

and saying with ordinary words something 

extraordinary. The beauty of literature is you

allow readers to see things through other 

people’s eyes. Great literature is simply 

language charged with meaning to the utmost

possible degree. Literature is humanity talking

to itself. The primary duty of literature is to

tell us the truth about ourselves by telling

us lies about people who never existed.

Literature Buff

GC008-1

When your body gets tired swim with your

heart. If you think your sport is hard, try

doing it while holding your breath. When

you swim, you are tougher than you think,

faster than you know, and better than you

will ever realise. Swim hair don’t care.

Quitters don’t swim and swimmers don’t

quit. You’re only ever one swim away from

a good mood. Don’t stop when you’re tired,

stop when you’re done. If you’re a swimmer,

you’re just like everyone else, but much

cooler. To a swimmer, oxygen is overrated.  

Swimming Fanatic

GC068-1

It’s good etiquette to only drink champagne on

two occasions – when it’s your birthday, and when
it’s not. Friends don’t let friends drink champagne

alone. Compromises are for relationships, not

champagne. When the champagne goes in, strange

things come out. The definition of a good champagne

is that it should start and end with a smile.

One of the disadvantages of champagne is that

it makes you mistake words for thoughts. 

Penicillin cures, but champagne makes you

happy. Laughter is the best medicine... unless

you have a bottle of champagne of course.

Champagne Connoisseur

GC069-1

There is no such thing as bad whisky, there

are only some whiskies that aren’t as good

as others. It’s true that whisky improves

with age - the older you get the more you

like it. You know what rhymes with birthday?

Whisky! Whisky is liquid sunshine. What

whisky will not cure, there is no cure for.

To relieve stress do yoga. Just kidding!

What I really meant was drink whisky. Whisky

is by far the most popular of all remedies

that won’t cure a cold. Whisky doesn’t 

ask silly questions, whisky understands.

Whisky Buff

GC070-1: GB spelling

There is no such thing as bad whiskey, there

are only some whiskies that aren’t as good

as others. It’s true that whiskey improves

with age - the older you get the more you

like it. You know what rhymes with birthday?

Whiskey! Whiskey is liquid sunshine. What

whiskey will not cure, there is no cure for.

To relieve stress do yoga. Just kidding! What

I really meant was drink whiskey. Whiskey

is by far the most popular of all remedies

that won’t cure a cold. Whiskey doesn’t

ask silly questions, whiskey understands.

Whiskey Buff

GC071-1: Ireland & US spelling

Tattoos are like love… beautiful and

sometimes painful. It’s always a good day

for a new tattoo. It’s all about the

pain… the ink is just a souvenir. Life is

short, get the tattoo. Tattoos are a 

permanent lifelong commitment, same as

marriage. The body is a journal, and tattoos

are the story. Tattoos are about owning

your identity in the world, they’re about

proclaiming who you are without having to

say a single word. Good tattoos aren’t

cheap, and cheap tattoos aren’t good.

Tattoo Enthusiast

GC075-1

It’s good etiquette to only drink prosecco on

two occasions – when it’s your birthday, and

when it’s not. Friends don’t let friends drink

prosecco alone. Compromises are for relationships,

not prosecco. When the prosecco goes in,

strange things come out. The definition of a

good prosecco is that it should start and end

with a smile. One of the disadvantages of

prosecco is that it makes you mistake words

for thoughts. Penicillin cures, but prosecco

makes you happy. Laughter is the best medicine...

unless you have a bottle of prosecco of course.

Prosecco Lover

GC076-1
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border collie

intelligent / energetic / athletic

Highly intelligent and bursting with energy, a border

collie is the professional athlete of the dog world and

is born to run. Loves to chase a thrown stick or ball.

Endlessly. Until your arms fall off.

GC237-1

cockapoo 
intelligent / sociable / affectionate 
 
 
An adorable family dog with a big loving heart. 

Owning a cockapoo means you’ll never be alone. 

Literally. This fluffy little teddy bear will follow you 

everywhere. So lock the door, or privacy in the 

bathroom is a thing of the past.

GC238-1

cocker spaniel
playful / friendly / affectionate

The perfect companion; kind and gentle, and loves

to please. A very sociable dog who loves family life,

and is an expert sofa-snuggler and bed-warmer. So

say goodbye to your furniture.

GC239-1

dachshund 
playful / independent / devoted 
 
 
The cutest and most comical thing on four legs. Ever. 

Sausage by name and sausage by shape, the dachshund 

is sure to put a smile on your face, but don’t be 

fooled, this adorable little dog is actually tough as 

old boots. And sometimes smells like them.

GC240-1

english bulldog
sweet / dependable / friendly

A brawny little barrel of a dog. This dependable

powerhouse is a wonderful family companion, with

a distinctive waddle for a walk, and a comical grin.

Beware the drool though. Lots and lots of drool. And

the snoring. Don’t forget the snoring.

GC241-1

french bulldog 
lively / playful / affectionate 
 
 
A completely irresistible and fabulous companion 

dog who thrives on attention. Built like a tiny tank 

with large expressive eyes and a big grin. Has 

been known to snore like a trooper. Or possibly 

two troopers.

GC242-1

german shepherd
curious / loyal / protective

Large, agile, and highly intelligent, this noble dog is

loyal and devoted and will stick to you like glue.

Everywhere. Even in the loo (especially in the loo).

And in the kitchen. And in the bedroom. And in the

lounge... Privacy is overrated anyway.

GC243-1

golden retriever
friendly / intelligent / devoted

Characterised by a gentle and affectionate nature,

and an ever-wagging tail. Very active and likes a

good walk. Also likes a good sleep, so don’t be

surprised if your side of the bed is regularly stolen.

And your slippers.

GC244-1

jack russell terrier 
energetic / fearless / clownish 
 
 
Fearless and curious, some would say mischievous, 

with an insatiable appetite for adventure (getting 

stuck in tight places is a speciality). This small dog 

has a very big personality - you will never win a 

battle of wills with a Jack Russell. Fact.

GC245-1

labrador
intelligent / gentle / outgoing

This lovable, affectionate greedy guts is always hungry,

and will hoover up dropped food like a professional

cleaner. You will never be allowed to enjoy a meal

in peace again, with your every move observed.

Every. Single. Mouthful. With big sad eyes.

GC246-1

springer spaniel
affectionate / excitable / athletic

A sweet-faced, lovable, happy dog, with large

trusting eyes and a surprisingly muscular body.

They love to swim, so if you go near water there’s

a high probability you’re going to get wet. Very,

very wet. And stinky.

GC247-1

staffordshire bull terrier 
clever / brave / loyal 
 
 
Built like a brick outhouse, but a total softy on the 

inside. Very  affectionate, and good with children. Will 

undoubtedly steal your favourite spot on the sofa. 

Every day. For evermore. It’s probably best to just 

give in.

GC248-1

labrador 
affectionate / athletic / outgoing 
 
 
The labrador likes to ‘retrieve’. Anything. All of the 

time. Balls. Sticks. Your best shoes. Anything. But 

there’s nothing you can do, one look into those 

hypnotic eyes and you will be lost forever.

New - GC512-1

whippet 
gentle / athletic / obedient 
 
 
A curious mixture of streamlined speed machine and 

gentle old soul, the jittery whippet is either zooming 

along like a rocket on legs, or is curled up on the sofa 

not moving at all. For anything.

New - GC514-1

boxer 
playful / fun-loving / protective 
 
 
Bursting with energy and with a sense of humour to 

match. The ‘bum-wiggling’ boxer is a non-stop 

bouncy bundle of joy - or ‘mad as a box of frogs’ as 

some owners like to say. 

New - GC532-1

border terrier 
agile / affectionate / fearless 
 
 
A big personality in a small, wiry, ‘hard as nails’ 

body, the ever so independent Border Terrier is an 

affectionate, self-assured (some would say stubborn) 

highly energetic companion who loves to run, and 

especially loves to dig. A lot. So say goodbye to your 

daffodils. 

New - GC1279

vizsla 
athletic / sensitive / affectionate 
 
 
Sleek and elegant athletes, Hungarian Vizslas are real 

charmers with their big floppy ears and expressive 

eyes. Light-footed bundles of energy, these ‘velcro 

dogs’ love to be close to their human. Very, very 

close. Your lap is no longer yours. Or your bed, so 

be prepared to wake up to a big slobbery kiss.

New - GC1457

cavapoo 
affectionate / intelligent / playful 
 
 
The cutest of the cute. The Cavapoo is a so-called 

‘designer dog’ with a lovely sweet nature and drop-dead 

gorgeous eyes that will completely mesmerize you 

into doing whatever they want. They love to be close 

to their human, so beware, not only will they steal 

your heart, they will also steal your lap.

New - GC1462
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rescue dogs 

 
 
Secondhand animals make first class pets. Having a 

rescue dog is a bond like no other. Saving one dog 

doesn’t change the world but it changes that one 

dog’s world. It’s a fair exchange; you give them a 

home and they give you a best friend. Admittedly, a 

best friend who will steal your sofa. But it’s worth it. 

mixed breeds 

 
 
A little bit of this. A little bit of that. With a dash 

of one thing and a splash of another. A mixed 

breed dog doesn’t look remotely like any other 

pooch on the block and that’s what makes them 

wonderfully unique. But beware, they’ll steal 

your heart away. Forever. And your socks.

New - GC1296 New - GC1451

thinking of you 

 
 
Pets are family. Full stop. They live with you. They 

learn from you. They love you. It’s a bond like no 

other. And it really, really hurts when they’re gone. 

There’s nothing anyone can say that will make it any 

better, but you will always have the wonderful memories, 

and one day, hopefully soon, it will hurt a little less. 

New - GC1670 GC607-1 GC551-1

Every dog
has an official
name and at
least twenty
nicknames
that got way
out of hand

New - GC600-2

Top 5 signs of
dog obsession

Social media full of dog videos.

Says hello to EVERY passing dog.

Spends more money on dog 
accessories than on themselves.

Phone full of dog pictures instead
of people.

Likes dogs more than humans.

New - GC604-2

HAPPY

LOVE FROM

THE DOG

WOOF
DAY

Revised - GC606-1

happy birthday

how about we go

for an extra long

walkies to celebrate?

New - GC603-2

Dog Dad

Chief ear scratcher and belly
rubber. Supplier of endless treats. 
Star  sofa snug gler  and bed
warmer. Walkies instigator. Head
stick thrower and ball bouncer.
Booper of  noses .  Personal
papparazi and provider of silly 
nicknames. Giver of unconditional 
cuddles  and love.

noun {n}

New - GC553-2 GC601-1

Dog Mum

Chief ear scratcher and belly
rubber. Supplier of endless treats. 
Star  sofa snug gler  and bed
warmer. Walkies instigator. Head
stick thrower and ball bouncer.
Booper of  noses .  Personal
papparazi and provider of silly 
nicknames. Giver of unconditional 
cuddles  and love.

noun {n}

New - GC552-2

Revised - GC220-1 Revised - GC221-1 Revised - GC224-1

Revised - GC225-1 Revised - GC451-1 Revised - GC452-1
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New - GC881-1 New - GC882-1 New - GC883-1

New - GC884-1 New - GC885-1 New - GC886-1

New - GC887-1 New - GC888-1 New - GC889-1

New - GC890-1 New - GC891-1 New - GC162-1

New - GC892-1 New - GC893-1 New - GC894-1

New - GC164-1

FFriendship card.

You’re the best

This is not a typical

It’s much more than that.

It’s to say how fantastic

you are. You’re a wonderful,

amazing person whose

presence makes life brighter.

New - GC867-1

Engagement card.

Congratulations

This is not a typical

This is an ‘Oh my god you went

and did it, that’s amazingly

fantastic you wonderful,

beautiful, stunningly

awesome couple!’ card.

New - GC1203
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GC461-1

GC217-1 GC218-1 GC228-1

GC229-1 New - GC143-2 GC227-1

GC463-1 GC462-1

GC465-1 GC464-1 GC466-1

GC210-1

GC160-1 New - GC141-2 GC158-1

GC189-1 GC188-1GC211-1

GC212-1 GC213-1

GC214-1 GC215-1 GC216-1
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GC678

GC673 GC674 GC675

GC676 GC677 GC677

GC679 GC680

GC680 GC680 GC681

These cards can be personalised with your choice of recipient - mother, father, etc - and/or your choice of area

GC152-1

GC137-1 GC140-1 GC138-1

New - GC144-2 New - GC1352-1 GC1454

GC154-1 GC147-1

GC153-1 New - GC1455 GC161-1

memo greeting cards   36 different designs   109mm x 155mm   textured card   kraft envelope   
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GC1385

GC016 GC325 GC326

GC120 GC573 GC122

GC1381 GC1382

GC1383 GC1384

GC580

GC574 GC575 GC576

GC577 GC578 GC579

GC581 GC582

GC572 GC569GC583

GC1380

33 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope   word cloud greeting cardsword cloud greeting cards   33 different designs   150mm x 150mm   textured card   white envelope
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GC072

GC073 GC074 GC571

GC124 GC156

GC570 GC121

GC123

9 different designs   109mm x 155mm   textured card   kraft envelope   birthday bash greeting cards

You’re in the best

shape of your life.

Sort of round 

and squidgy, with

droopy bits.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC504-2

People say that

age is all in the

mind. So what

the hell happened

to your body?

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC506-2

With age comes

experience and

knowledge. Also

grey hair, wrinkles

and incontinence.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised -  GC507-2

Congratulations you’ve

reached a milestone

in life. Officially

too old for a

midlife crisis.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC511-2

You look fantastic

for your age.

The pipe and

slippers really

 suit you. 

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC508-2

Like a fine wine

you get better

with age. Better at

being an annoying

grumpy old git.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC509-2

Your childhood is

finally behind you.

In front of you

is debt, divorce

and death - enjoy.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC797

Congratulations

you’re an adult

at last. So pack

your bags, we’ve

rented your room.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC798

Always remember

that age is just

a number. A really

huge gigantic number

in your case.

Happy
birt

hday

Revised - GC799
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N o  P l a c e  L i k e  D e v o n

New - GC180-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  C u m b r i a  

New - GC181-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  L a n c a s h i re  

New - GC182-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  L o n d o n  

New - GC183-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  Yo r k s h i re  

New - GC184-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  L i n c o l n s h i re

New - GC826-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  C o r n w a l l  

New - GC827-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  N o r t h a m p t o n s h i re  

New - GC128-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  T h e  C o t s w o l d s

New - GC837-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  E d i n b u rg h

New - GC829-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  D e r b y s h i re  

New - GC830-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  S u f f o l k

New - GC831-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  O x f o rd s h i re

New - GC832-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  S o m e r s e t

New - GC833-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  N o r f o l k

New - GC834-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  Wa r w i c k s h i re

New - GC835-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  L e i c e s t e r s h i re

New - GC836-1

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  C a rd i f f

New - GC828-1
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6 different designs   109mm x 155mm   textured card   kraft envelope   vintage animals greeting cards

Revised - GC193-1 Revised - GC194-1 Revised - GC195-1

Revised - GC450-1Revised - GC196-1 Revised - GC449-1

vintage animals greeting cards   8 different designs   109mm x 155mm   textured card   kraft envelope   

New - GC805 New - GC806 New - GC807

New - GC808 New - GC809

New - GC810 New - GC811 New - GC812

each pack contains  
a mix of three  
lovely colours
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W O N D E R F U L L Y  W O R D Y   

G I F T  P R I N T S

coulson macleod.

Gift Prints displayed in High Street off-the-shelf picture frames

A4

23x23cm
A5

Our Gift Prints are sold unframed.  And because our prints 
are packaged with a rigid 2mm thick backing board, with a 
crystal-clear cello bag sleeve, many customers give them 
like this, no further effort required, secure in the knowledge 
they can be displayed as they are. 
 
But what if they want something ‘more’? 
 
Our 23x23cm prints were specifically designed to fit off-the-shelf frames 
from IKEA, Dunelm, and The Range. Easy peasy. So your customer ends up 
with a really impressive framed print, which looks far more expensive than it’s 
constituent parts. The perfect gift just got even more perfect. 
 
Our A5 and A4 prints are standard sizes, and with more and more stores 
selling frames, your customers won’t have any difficulty in finding something 
suitable on the High Street.  
 
A5 Gift Print RRP: £7.50 inc VAT 
A5 Gift Print Trade Price: £3.13 ex VAT 
 
A4 & 23x23cm Gift Print RRP: £10 inc VAT 
A4 & 23x23cm Gift Print Trade Price: £4.16 ex VAT 
 
Gift Prints are sold in threes.



wise words gift prints   170 different designs   unframed    available as  |  230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)     top 12 best-selling 230x230mm wise words gift prints

AP351

AP248 AP121 AP044

AP169 AP254 AP221

AP042 AP039

AP162 AP210

AP122

AP497 Accountants 
AP604 Adrenaline Junkies 
AP235 Anniversary 
AP163 Art 
AP043 Babies 
AP199 Baking 
AP260 Beards 
ap605 Beauticians 
AP206 Beauty 
AP107 Beer 
AP347 Being 13 
AP364 Being 21 
AP365 Being 30 
AP359 Being 40 
AP360 Being 50 
AP361 Being 60 
AP639 Being 70 
AP353 Best Auntie Ever 
AP254 Best Friend 
ap606 Bird Watching 
AP123 Bon Voyage 
AP149 Books 
AP215 Boxing 
AP252 Boyfriend 
AP569 Bridesmaid 
AP164 Brother 
AP367 Brother in Law 
AP607 Builders 
AP202 Cake 
AP608 Carpenters 
AP148 Cars 
AP037 Cats 
AP220 Champagne 
AP609 Cheese 
AP124 Chocolate 
AP212 Cinema 
AP368 Climbing 
AP197 Coffee 
AP126 Cooking 
AP255 Countryside 
AP257 Crafting 
AP258 Cricket 
AP165 Cycling 
AP221 Dad 
AP573 Daddy 
AP348 Dancing 
AP610 Darts 
AP248 Daughter 
AP369 Daughter - from mother 
AP611 Dentists 
AP498 Designers 
AP366 Divorce 
AP499 Doctors 
AP122 Dogs 
AP612 Driving Instructors 
AP614 Electricians 
AP362 Engaged 

AP500 Engineers 
AP356 England 
AP501 Entrepreneurs 
AP615 Estate Agents 
AP039 Family 
AP502 Farmers 
AP029 Father 
AP503 Firefighters 
AP150 Fishing 
AP203 Fitness Fanatic 
AP210 Follow your dreams 
AP195 Football 
AP042 Friendship 
AP242 Gaming 
AP125 Gardening 
AP201 Gin Lover 
AP251 Girlfriend 
AP106 Golf 
AP035 Graduation 
AP637 Grandad 
AP638 Grandchild 
AP600 Granddaughter 
AP167 Grandfathers 
AP263 Grandma 
AP168 Grandmothers 
AP572 Grandpa 
AP104 Grandparents 
AP601 Grandson 
AP222 Granny 
AP166 Growing Old 
AP616 Hairdressers 
AP205 Hangovers 
AP208 Hello Sexy 
AP034 High Heels 
AP244 History 
AP121 Home 
AP127 Horses 
AP250 Husband 
AP033 I Love You 
AP355 Ireland 
AP200 Kissing 
AP119 Life Begins at Retirement 
AP246 Literature 
AP351 Love (General) 
AP040 Man's Best Friend 
AP617 Martial Arts 
AP044 Marriage 
AP618 Menopause 
AP045 Middle Age 
AP619 Midwives 
AP032 Mother 
AP217 Motorbikes 
AP162 Mum 
AP574 Mummy 
AP108 Music 
AP256 Nature 
AP370 Netball 

AP504 Nurses 
AP198 Parenthood 
AP620 Parents 
AP505 Performers 
AP194 Photography 
AP568 Pilates 
AP621 Plumbers 
AP243 Poetry 
AP622 Police Officers 
AP216 Prosecco 
AP211 Rugby 
AP640 Rum 
AP196 Running 
AP218 Sailing 
AP241 Science 
AP357 Scotland 
AP623 Seaside 
AP624 Sewing 
AP028 Shopping 
AP169 Sister 
AP371 Sister in Law 
AP259 Sisterhood 
AP193 Skateboarding 
AP372 Skiing 
AP204 Smile 
AP625 Snooker 
AP506 Soldiers 
AP247 Son 
AP373 Son - from mother 
AP253 Soulmate 
AP240 Space 
AP374 Stepdad 
AP375 Stepmum 
AP349 Students 
AP030 Style 
AP207 Surfing 
AP354 Swimming 
AP209 Tattoos 
AP170 Tea 
AP041 Teachers 
AP171 Teenagers 
AP352 Tennis 
AP120 The Graduate 
AP245 Theatre 
AP236 Thinking Of You 
AP376 Triathlon 
AP350 Twins 
AP377 Uncle 
AP214 University 
AP626 Vets 
AP358 Wales 
AP239 Whisky (also Whiskey) 
AP249 Wife 
AP105 Wine 
AP219 Writing 
AP213 Yoga 
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AP641 Accountants 
AP642 Adrenaline Junkies 
AP309 Art Enthusiast 
AP322 Bearded Wonder 
AP643 Beauticians 
AP316 Beer Connoisseur 
AP644 Birdwatching Buff 
AP305 Book Lover 
AP313 Boxing Fanatic 
AP306 Brilliant Baker 
AP645 Builders 
AP331 Cake Connoisseur 
AP646 Carpenters 
AP326 Cat Lover 
AP379 Champagne Connoisseur 

AP647 Cheese Addict 
AP328 Choco-holic 
AP648 Climbing Enthusiast 
AP300 Coffee-holic 
AP345 Countryside Nut 
AP323 Crafting Queen 
AP317 Cricket Connoisseur 
AP337 Culinary Genius 
AP385 Dancing Enthusiast 
AP649 Darts Enthusiast 
AP650 Dentists 
AP651 Designers 
AP652 Doctors 
AP336 Dog Lover 
AP653 Driving Instructor 

AP654 Electricians 
AP655 Engineers 
AP656 Estate Agents 
AP335 Equine Enthusiast 
AP657 Farmers 
AP658 Firefighters 
AP340 Fishing Fanatic 
AP308 Fitness Fanatic 
AP312 Football Fanatic 
AP338 Gardening Guru 
AP330 Gin Enthusiast 
AP339 Golf Addict 
AP659 Hairdressers 
AP301 History Buff 
AP324 Homebody 

AP346 Literature Buff 
AP660 Midwives 
AP302 Movie Buff 
AP314 Music Lover 
AP333 Nature Lover 
AP661 Netball Enthusiast 
AP662 Nurses 
AP663 Performers 
AP319 Petrol Head 
AP299 Photography Buff 
AP664 Plumbers 
AP304 Poetry Lover 
AP383 Prosecco Lover 
AP315 Rugby Fanatic 
AP578 Rum Connoisseur 

AP344 Running Nut 
AP318 Sailing Enthusiast 
AP341 Science Geek 
AP665 Sewing Addict 
AP329 Shoe Worshipper 
AP384 Shopaholic 
AP666 Snooker Enthusiast 
AP667 Soldiers 
AP320 Space Geek 
AP321 Speed Demon 
AP311 Style Lover 
AP327 Style Queen 
AP343 Super Cyclist 
AP334 Surfing Fanatic 
AP378 Swimming Fanatic 

AP382 Tattoo Enthusiast 
AP668 Teachers 
AP325 Tea Lover 
AP386 Tennis Buff 
AP310 Theatre Lover 
AP342 Travel Lover 
AP669 Vets 
AP380 Whisky Buff (also Whiskey Buff) 

AP303 Wine Connoisseur 
AP307 Wonderful Wordsmith 
AP332 Yoga Enthusiast

    top 12 best-selling A4 vintage words gift prints

AP336 AP338 AP325

AP326 AP 300 AP305

Dogs are the only creatures on Earth that love

you more than they love themselves. The average

dog is a nicer person than the average person.

Happiness is a warm puppy.  Dogs are not our

whole life, but they make our lives whole.

Dogs are like people - they  need a job and

a family to be what they’re meant to be.

There are over three hundred words for love

in canine. If I could be half the person my dog

is, I'd be twice the human I am. The world

would be a nicer place if everyone had the

ability to love as unconditionally as a dog.

Dog Lover

There are few hours in life more agreeable

than the hour dedicated to the ceremony

known as afternoon tea. If you are cold,

tea will warm you; if you are too heated,

it will cool you; if you are depressed, it

will cheer you; if you are excited, it

will calm you. There's always time for a

cup of tea. Do not accept badly made cups

of tea - do not surround yourself with

people that make them - they don’t care

about you. Tea - a hug in a cup. A simple

cup of tea is far from a simple matter. 

Tea Lover

The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt, 

head in the sun, heart with nature. Gardening 

is a matter of your enthusiasm holding 

up until your back gets used to it. One 

of the most delightful things about a 

garden is the anticipation it provides. 

A garden is always a series of losses set 

against a few triumphs, like life itself. 

Gardening requires lots of water, most 

of it in the form of perspiration. Weed 

it and reap. A garden is a place to find  

yourself when you want to lose yourself. 

 

Gardening Guru

As every cat owner knows, nobody owns a

cat. If a dog jumps onto your lap, it is

because he is fond of you; but if a cat

does the same thing, it is because your

lap is warmer. To a cat, “NO!” means

“Not while I'm looking”. You own a dog

but you feed a cat. If cats could talk,

they wouldn't. Women and cats will do as

they please, and men and dogs should

relax and get used to the idea. Cats have

a scam going - you buy the food, they eat

the food, they go away; that's the deal.

Cat Lover

A room without books is like a body without

a soul. Always read something that will

make you look good if you die in the middle

of it. No two persons ever read the same

book. You know you’ve read a good book when

you turn the last page and feel a little

as if you have lost a friend. You can never

get a cup of tea large enough or a book

long enough. The worth of a book is to be

measured by what you can carry away from

it. There are worse crimes than burning

books, one of them is not reading them. 

Book Lover

The smell of fresh coffee is the best thing

in the world. Never trust anyone who doesn’t

drink coffee. What goes best with a cup of

coffee? Another cup of coffee. May your coffee

be strong and your Monday be short. Coffee

should be black as hell, strong as death, and

sweet as love. Coffee is the most important

meal of the day. Coffee with a friend is like

capturing happiness in a cup. With enough

coffee, nothing is impossible. Life happens

– but coffee helps. Behind every successful

person is a substantial amount of coffee.

Coffee-holic

AP343 AP 316 AP344

Studies have shown that riding a bicycle

every day makes you more awesome than 

everybody else on the planet. Crashing is

part of cycling as crying is part of love.

I have too many bikes. Said no cyclist.

Ever. Nothing compares to the simple pleasure

of a bike ride. One of the most important

days in your life is the day you learn to

ride a bicycle. Melancholy is incompatible

with cycling. Don’t buy upgrades, ride up

grades. Life is like riding a bicycle: you

don't fall off unless you stop pedalling.

Super Cyclist

Running is nothing more than a series of 

arguments between the part of your brain that

wants to stop and the part that wants to keep

going. The trouble with running is that by

the time you realise you're not in shape for

it, it's too far to walk back.  There are many

challenges to running, but one of the greatest

is the question of where to put one’s house

keys. A good laugh and a long run are the two

best cures for anything. Running – if it was

easy everyone would do it. Running is a mental

sport – anyone who does it is insane.

Running Nut

A fine beer may be judged with only one sip,

but it's better to be thoroughly sure.

Without question, the greatest invention in

the history of mankind is beer. Beauty is

in the eye of the beer holder. There is no

such thing as a bad beer, it's just that

some taste better than others. Drinking

beer doesn't make you fat, it makes you

lean... against bars, tables, chairs, and

poles. Feel sorry for people who don't drink

- when they wake up in the morning, that's

as good as they're going to feel all day. 

Beer Connoisseur

AP323 AP 330 AP315

I craft, therefore I rock! Craft so hard you

start to sweat glitter. All good things come

to those who craft. Crafting comes before

housework in the dictionary, as it should.

In crafting, there are no mistakes, just

unique creations. Crafting each day keeps

the crazy away. To craft or not to craft,

that is the question. When in doubt, just add

some glitter. Crafting is not a hobby, it’s

a way of life. Been there, crafted that!

Crafting makes everything better, even 

Mondays. I was crafty before crafty was cool.

Crafting Queen

In rugby, blood clots, scars heal, pain goes

away, but glory lasts forever. The more you

sweat in training, the less you bleed in

battle. Rugby is the only sport where you

can be kicked, punched, bitten, trampled,

and crushed, and you love every minute of

it. Rugby: No pads, no helmets, just balls.

All the talent in the world won’t take you

anywhere without your teammates. Rugby is

like war – easy to start, difficult to stop,
and impossible to forget. Rugby is the only

sport where the team bus is an ambulance.

Rugby Fanatic

Don’t cry over spilt milk… it could have

been gin. To gin or not to gin? Silly 

question. Good friends offer advice, real

friends offer gin. The definition of self

control: someone who never drinks anything

stronger than gin before breakfast. A

good gin and tonic may be judged with only

one sip, but it’s better to be thoroughly

sure. When life gives you lemons, make

a gin and tonic. If gin can’t fix it,

you have a serious problem. The best

kind of tonic has a large gin in it.  

Gin Enthusiast

    top 12 best-selling A4 vintage words gift prints

vintage words gift prints   87 different designs   unframed    available as  |  230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm) 87 different designs   unframed    available as  |  230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)    vintage words gift prints
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pooch gift prints   18 different designs    unframed     available as  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm) 18 different designs    unframed     available as   |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)    pooch gift prints

Large, agile, and highly inte氀igent, 
this noble dog is loyal
and devoted and will stick to you
like glue. Everywhere. Even in

the loo (especially in the loo). And

in the kitchen. And in the

bedroom. And in the lounge...

Privacy is overrated anyway.

- German Shepherd -

Characterised by a gentle 

and affectionate nature, and 
an ever-wagging tail.
Very active and likes a good 
walk. Also likes a good sleep, so 
don’t be surprised if your

side of the bed is regularly 

stolen. And your slippers.

- Golden Retriever -

Fearless and curious, some

would say mischievous, with an 
insatiable appetite for adventure 
(getting stuck in tight places 

is a speciality). This small dog 

has a very big personality - you 
will never win a battle of wills 
with a Jack Russell. Fact.

- Jack Ru猀e氀 -

AP507 AP508 AP509

AP510 AP511 AP512

AP513 AP514 AP515

Highly inte氀igent and bursting 
with energy, a border collie

is the professional athlete of the 
dog world and is born to run. Loves

to chase a thrown stick or ball. 

Endle猀ly. Until your arms fall off.

- Border Co氀ie -

The perfect companion;

kind and gentle and loves to please.
The Cocker Spaniel is a very sociable
dog who loves family life, and is an
expert sofa-snuggler and bed warmer.
So say goodbye to your furniture.

  

       

- Cocker Spaniel -

An adorable family dog

with a big loving heart.

Owning a cockap漀 means you’ll 

never be alone. Literally. This             
 little teddy bear will 

follow you everywhere. So lock 
the door, or privacy in the

bathroom is a thing of the past.

fluffy

- Cockap漀 -

The cutest and most comical
thing on four legs. Ever.

Sausage by name and sausage by shape, 
the dachshund is sure to put a

smile on your face, but don’t be
fooled, this adorable little dog

is actually tough as old boots.

And sometimes smells like them.

- Dachshund -

A completely irresistible and 

fabulous companion dog

who thrives on attention. Built 
like a tiny tank with large 

expre猀ive eyes and a big grin. 
Has been known to snore like a 
trooper. Or po猀ibly two troopers.

- French Bu氀dog -

A brawny little barrel of a dog. 
This dependable powerhouse is a 
wonderful family companion,

with a distinctive waddle for

a walk, and a comical grin. 

Beware the dr漀l though. Lots

and lots of drool. And the 

snoring. Don’t forget the snoring.

- English Bu氀dog -

AP516 AP 517 AP 518

AP533 AP534 AP535

This lovable, affectionate 

greedy guts is always hungry,
and will hoover up dropped food 

like a profe猀ional cleaner. You 
will never be allowed to enjoy a 

meal in peace again, with your 
every move observed. Every. Single. 
Mouthful. With big sad eyes.

- Labrador -

Built like a brick outhouse,

but a total softy on the inside. 
Very affectionate, and g漀d with 
children. Will undoubtedly steal 

your favourite spot on the sofa. 
Every day. For evermore. It’s 

probably best to just give in.

- Staffie -

A sweet-faced, lovable, happy dog,

with large trusting eyes and

a surprisingly muscular body. 

They love to swim, so if you go
near water there’s a high 
probability you’re going to get 

wet. Very, very wet. And stinky.

- Springer Spaniel -

The labrador likes to ‘retrieve’. 

Anything. A氀 of the time. Balls. 

Sticks. Your best shoes. Anything. 
But there’s nothing you can do, 
one l漀k into those hypnotic eyes 
and you will be lost forever.

- Labrador -

Bursting with energy and

with a sense of humour to match.

The ‘bum-wiggling’ boxer is a 
non-stop bouncy bundle of joy - 
or ‘mad as a box of frogs’

as some owners like to say.

- Boxer -

A curious mixture of streamlined 
speed machine and gentle old soul, 
the jittery whippet is either 

z漀ming along like a rocket on 
legs, or is curled up on the sofa 
not moving at all. For anything.

- Whippet -

AP575 AP576 AP577

A big personality in a small, 
wiry, ‘hard as nails’ body, the

ever so independent Border Terrier

is an affectionate, self-assured
(some would say stubborn) highly 

energetic companion who loves to run, 
and especially loves to dig. A lot.

So say g漀dbye to your daffodils.

- Border Terrier -

The cutest of the cute. The Cavapoo 
is a so-called ‘designer dog’ with a 

lovely sweet nature and drop-dead 

gorgeous eyes that will completely 
mesmerize you into doing whatever they 

want. They love to be close to their 
human, so beware, not only will they steal 

your heart, they will also steal your lap.

- Cavap漀 -

Sleek and elegant athletes, 
Hungarian Vizslas are real charmers 
with their big floppy ears and 

expre猀ive eyes. Light-footed bundles 
of energy, these ‘velcro dogs’ love 
to be close to their human. Very,

very close. Your lap is no longer 
yours. Or your bed, so be prepared 

to wake up to a slobbery kiss.

- Vizsla -
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18 different designs    unframed     available as 230x230mm only     pooch gift prints

border collie

intelligent / energetic / athletic

Highly intelligent and bursting with energy, a border collie is the professional athlete

of the dog world and is born to run. Loves to chase a thrown stick or ball. Endlessly.

Until your arms fall off.

cocker spaniel

playful / friendly / affectionate

The perfect companion; kind and gentle, and loves to please. A very sociable dog

who loves family life, and is an expert sofa-snuggler and bed-warmer. So

say goodbye to your furniture.

cockapoo 
intelligent / sociable / affectionate 
 
 
An adorable family dog with a big loving heart. Owning a cockapoo means you’ll 

never be alone. Literally. This fluffy little teddy bear will follow you everywhere. So 

lock the door, or privacy in the bathroom is a thing of the past.

AP519 AP520 AP521

border terrier 
agile / affectionate / fearless 
 
 
A big personality in a small, wiry, ‘hard as nails’ body, the ever so independent Border 

Terrier is an affectionate, self-assured (some would say stubborn) highly energetic 

companion who loves to run, and especially loves to dig. A lot. So say goodbye to 

your daffodils. 

cavapoo 
affectionate / intelligent / playful 
 
 
The cutest of the cute. The Cavapoo is a so-called ‘designer dog’ with a lovely sweet 

nature and drop-dead gorgeous eyes that will completely mesmerize you into doing 

whatever they want. They love to be close to their human, so beware, not only will 

they steal your heart, they will also steal your lap.

vizsla 
athletic / sensitive / affectionate 
 
 
Sleek and elegant athletes, Hungarian Vizslas are real charmers with their big floppy 

ears and expressive eyes. Light-footed bundles of energy, these ‘velcro dogs’ love to 

be close to their human. Very, very close. Your lap is no longer yours. Or your bed, 

so be prepared to wake up to a big slobbery kiss.

AP579 AP580 AP581

german shepherd
curious / loyal / protective

Large, agile, and highly intelligent, this noble dog is loyal and devoted and will stick

to you like glue. Everywhere. Even in the loo (especially in the loo). And in the

kitchen. And in the bedroom. And in the lounge... Privacy is overrated anyway.

dachshund
playful / independent / devoted

The cutest and most comical thing on four legs. Ever. Sausage by name and sausage

by shape, the dachshund is sure to put a smile on your face, but don’t be fooled, this

adorable little dog is actually tough as old boots. And sometimes smells like them.

golden retriever
friendly / intelligent / devoted

Characterised by a gentle and affectionate nature, and an ever-wagging tail. Very

active and likes a good walk. Also likes a good sleep, so don’t be surprised if your

side of the bed is regularly stolen. And your slippers.

jack russell terrier 
energetic / fearless / clownish 
 
 
Fearless and curious, some would say mischievous, with an insatiable appetite 

for adventure (getting stuck in tight places is a speciality). This small dog has a very 

big personality - you will never win a battle of wills with a Jack Russell. Fact.

french bulldog
lively / playful / affectionate

A completely irresistible and fabulous companion dog who thrives on attention.

Built like a tiny tank with large expressive eyes and a big grin. Has been known

to snore like a trooper. Or possibly two troopers.

english bulldog
sweet / dependable / friendly

A brawny little barrel of a dog. This dependable powerhouse is a wonderful family

companion, with a distinctive waddle for a walk, and a comical grin. Beware the

drool though. Lots and lots of drool. And the snoring. Don’t forget the snoring.

AP527

labrador
intelligent / gentle / outgoing

This lovable, affectionate greedy guts is always hungry, and will hoover up dropped

food like a professional cleaner. You will never be allowed to enjoy a meal in peace

again, with your every move observed. Every. Single. Mouthful. With big sad eyes.

staffordshire bull terrier 
clever / brave / loyal 
 
 
Built like a brick outhouse, but a total softy on the inside. Very affectionate, and 

good with children. Will undoubtedly steal your favourite spot on the sofa. Every 

day. For evermore. It’s probably best to just give in.

springer spaniel
affectionate / excitable / athletic

A sweet-faced, lovable, happy dog, with large trusting eyes and a surprisingly muscular

body. They love to swim, so if you go near water there’s a high probability you’re

going to get wet. Very, very wet. And stinky.

AP528 AP529 AP530

boxer 
playful / fun-loving / protective 
 
 
Bursting with energy and with a sense of humour to match. The ‘bum-wiggling’ 

boxer is a non-stop bouncy bundle of joy - or ‘mad as a box of frogs’ as some 

owners like to say. 

whippet 
gentle / athletic / obedient 
 
 
A curious mixture of streamlined speed machine and gentle old soul, the jittery 

whippet is either zooming along like a rocket on legs, or is curled up on the sofa not 

moving at all. For anything.

labrador 
affectionate / athletic / outgoing 
 
 
The labrador likes to ‘retrieve’. Anything. All of the time. Balls. Sticks. Your best 

shoes. Anything. But there’s nothing you can do, one look into those hypnotic eyes 

and you will be lost forever.

AP583 AP582 AP584

AP523 AP524

AP525 AP526

AP522

pooch gift prints   18 different designs    unframed     available as 230x230mm only

AP585 AP603

A lile bit of this. A little bit 
of that. With a dash and a splash 
of another. A mixed breed dog 

doesn’t look remotely like any 

other pooch on the block and that’s 

what makes them wonderfuy unique. 
But beware, they’ll steal your 

heart away. Forever. And your socks.

- Mixed Breeds -

Secondhand animals make first class 
pets. Having a rescue dog is a

bond like no other. Saving one dog
doesn’t change the world but it 

changes that one dog’s world. It’s
a fair exchange; you give them a home 
and they give you a best friend. 
Admittedly, a best friend who will

steal your sofa. But it’s worth it.

- Rescue Dogs -

2 different designs    unframed     available as   |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)    pooch gift prints
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18 different designs    unframed     230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)   no place like home gift prints

AP586 AP414 AP595

AP588 AP593 AP594

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  S u f f o l k N o  P l a c e  L i k e  Yo r k s h i re  N o  P l a c e  L i k e  Wa r w i c k s h i re

AP592 AP596 AP415

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  C a rd i f f N o  P l a c e  L i k e  T h e  C o t s w o l d s  N o  P l a c e  L i k e  C o r n w a l l  

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  C u m b r i a N o  P l a c e  L i k e  D e v o nN o  P l a c e  L i k e  D e r b y s h i re  

AP598 AP587 AP589

AP412 AP591 AP411

N o  P l a c e  L i k e  E d i n b u rg h  N o  P l a c e  L i k e  L e i c e s t e r s h i re  N o  P l a c e  L i k e  L a n c a s h i re

AP590 AP413 AP597

no place like home gift prints   18 different designs    unframed    230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)
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memo gift prints   9 different designs    unframed     available as  |  230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)

AP631 AP405 AP416

AP409 AP424 AP410

What is love? To solve that riddle with just one 

answer is beyond me, for love is many different 

and contradictory things. In the early stages 

love is excitement and breathlessness, it is  

the ache of separation and the comfort of  

togetherness, and it builds inexorably to that 

moment when 'I' becomes 'we'. Later, if 

blessed, love becomes a stronger, less transitory 

thing, a foundation for two lives lived as one. 

It is all around us, there for the taking, yet to 

seek it out is futile. It cannot be bought or stolen 

or given. It cannot be avoided or denied. Love 

is the beautiful, wonderful, mysterious mortar 

that binds two souls together and I first heard 

its voice on the day I met you. It has been  

with me every moment since. This is love. 

let he
adventure
begin

I BELIEVE IN PINK. I
BELIEVE THAT LAUGHING
IS THE BEST CALORIE
BURNER. I BELIEVE IN
KISSING. KISSING A 
L O T.  I  B E L I E V E  I N
BEING STRONG WHEN 
EVERYTHING SEEMS
TO BE GOING WRONG. 
I BELIEVE THAT HAPPY
GIRLS ARE THE MOST
PRETTY GIRLS. I BELIEVE
THAT TOMORROW IS
ANOTHER DAY AND I
BELIEVE IN MIRACLES.

IT’S A TERRIBLE THING, 
IN LIFE TO WAIT UNTIL
YOU’RE READY. WAITING
UNTIL YOU’RE READY
IS A WASTE OF TIME,
BECAUSE NO ONE IS
ACTUALLY EVER READY
TO DO ANYTHING. IN
FA C T  T H E R E  I S  N O
SUCH THING AS READY.
THERE IS ONLY NOW.
AND YOU MAY AS WELL
DO IT NOW. GENERALLY
SPEAKING, NOW IS AS
GOOD A TIME AS ANY.

TWENTY YEARS FROM

NOW YOU WILL BE MORE

DISAPPOINTED BY THE

THINGS THAT YOU DIDN'T

DO THAN BY THE ONES

YOU DID DO. SO THROW

OFF THE BOWLINES.

SAIL AWAY FROM THE

SAFE HARBOUR. CATCH

THE TRADE WINDS IN

YOUR SAILS. EXPLORE,

DREAM, AND DISCOVER.

LIFE IS SHORT. BREAK LIFE IS SHORT. BREAK 

THE RULES, FORGIVE THE RULES, FORGIVE 

QUICKLY, KISS SLOWLY, QUICKLY, KISS SLOWLY, 

LOVE TRULY, LAUGH LOVE TRULY, LAUGH 

UNCONTROLLABLY , UNCONTROLLABLY , 

AND NEVER REGRET AND NEVER REGRET 

A N Y T H I N G  T H A T  A N Y T H I N G  T H A T  

MADE YOU SMILE.MADE YOU SMILE.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO BE

AN ENTHUSIAST IN LIFE.

IF SOMETHING INTERESTS

YOU, NO MATTER WHAT

IT IS, GO AT IT AT FULL

SPEED AHEAD. EMBRACE

IT WITH BOTH ARMS, HUG

IT, LOVE IT AND ABOVE

ALL BECOME PASSIONATE

ABOUT IT. LUKEWARM IS

NO GOOD. HOT IS NO

GOOD EITHER. WHITE

HOT AND PASSIONATE IS

THE ONLY THING TO BE.

AP570 AP408 AP428

AP012 Whole Lotta Love 

AP013 The Fifties 

AP014 The Sixties 

AP015 The Seventies 

AP016 The Eighties 

AP017 The Nineties  

AP018 The Noughties 

AP172 Love My Dog 

AP173 We Are Family 

AP174 Best Friend 

AP175 Middle Age 

AP176 Oldster 

AP177 Teenager 

AP531 Love You Mum 

AP532 New Baby 

AP633 Love You Dad 

AP632 Bride & Groom 

AP634 New Home 

AP635 Sister 

AP636 Brother

Prints use the same text as equivalent greeting cards 
 

20 different designs    unframed     available as 230x230mm only   word cloud gift prints
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nintendo

pixie boots

ford escort xr3i

shoulder pads ra-ra skirts snoods

and in our 
world of plenty 
we can spread 
a smile of joy

heaven 
knows i'm 
miserable 
now

640k ought to be 
enough for anybody  

- bill gates 

1989: berliners celebrate the 
fall of the wall after nearly 
three decades keeping east 
and west apart
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he
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ed
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apple macintosh

space  
shuttle

former beatle 
john lennon has 
been shot dead  
by an unknown 
gunman who 
opened fire  
outside the  
musician's new 
york apartment

the 
lady's 
not for 
turning

e.t. phone home

the terminator 
blade runner 
back to the future 
the breakfast club
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i’ll be back

just say no
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the beverley sisters 
sign a contract w

ith 
colum

bia records in 
1951 becom

ing the 
highest paid fem

ale 
act in the uk

princess elizabeth becomes queen 
“i coulda been a contender”

1951: president truman 
signs a peace treaty with 
japan, officially ending 
world war two

laika the dog becomes 
the first living animal 
to enter orbit

well, since my baby left me, i found  
a new place to dwell

roger bannister 
becom

es the 
first person in 
history to run 
a m

ile in under 
4 m

inutes

marilyn monroe

film star james dean dies in a car accident

on the waterfront 
rebel without a cause 
the lady killers 
vertigo 
seven samurai 
some like it hot 
the dam busters

the stroll 
the hand jive  
the twist

elizabeth  
taylor

monica 
ross 
phoebe 
joey 
rachel 
chandler 

born in the  nineties
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take that
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talk to the hand

imacdiana, princess of 
wales, has died after 
a car crash in paris

poll tax riots

girl power

manga

ravedigital

gazza

national 
lottery

i w
ant to live like com

m
on people

dolly the sheep

david 
beckham

(what's the story) morning glory?

millennium bug baggyoasis versus blur
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ho
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wonderbra: hello boys

the matrix 
jurassic park 

titanic 
braveheart 

the lion king 
reservoir dogs 

scream 
armageddon 

zed's dead baby, zed's dead

a tunnel  
is built  
beneath 
the  
english 
channel 
linking 
britain 
w

ith 
m

ainland  
europe

oh my god, they killed kenny!
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really really wanna zigazig ah

hong kong is 
handed back to 
china after 156 
years of british 
colonial rule ni
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www.internet.co.uk

the hacienda

curtained hair

desert storm: 
the liberation 
of kuwait has 
begun

boy bands

lara croft

dv
d

cd 
romne

w
 la

bo
ur

born in the  noughties

xbox

euro

is this it

chavs

facebook

txt;)

ug
g 

bo
ot

sip
od

superheroes reality tv

w
ii

em
inem

9/
11

this is the one. he drops for world 
cup glory... it's up! it's over! he's 
done it! jonny wilkinson is england's 
hero yet again

the  
late-2000s  
global  
financial  
crisis is  
considered  
to be the 
w

orst  
since the 
great  
depression 
of the  
1930s

lost 
24 
the wire 
the x factor 
doctor who 
the office 
big brother 
the sopranos 
pop idol

barack obama 
becomes 44th 

president of the 
united states 

of america

p-p-p-poker facerecycle

a rush of blood to the head

global warming
war on terror

grand theft auto

wireless broadband

w
hatever people say i am

, that's w
hat i'm

 not

lord of the rings   twilight   mamma mia!   gladiator   avatar   shrek

tiger woods

the da vinci code

foot-and-mouth crisis

tsunami 
twitter 
blu-ray

gaga

beyoncé
youtube

skinny  
jeansspam, spam, spam

posh  
and 
becks

celebrity 
culture
wags

wayne rooney 
steve redgrave 
paula radcliffe

harry potter 
ron w

easley 
herm

ione granger 

exterminate! exterminate! 

the mars exploration rover mission 
reaches the surface of mars

space shuttle 
columbia explodes

born in the  seventies

star wars

space hopper

marc bolan
anarchy in the uk

three-day week

floppy disc

vcr

post-it note

vivienne westwood and malcolm mclaren

book him danno

ford capri

funky afro

studio 54

starsky & hutch

platform shoes

space    
dust

no woman no cry
god save the queen

chopper bike

rubik's cube

shaft

nixon

w
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oi
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ri
si

s one flew 
over the 
cuckoo’s 
nest

m
ay

 th
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w
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bruce lee

ziggy stardust and the spiders from mars

you can tell by the 
way i use my walk, 
i’m a woman’s man 
no time to talk

ever had 
the feeling 
you've 
been 
cheated?

therefore, I shall resign 
the Presidency effective 
at noon tomorrow

the fight of the century 
the rumble in the jungle 
the thrilla in manila

lamborghini  
countach

the conservative party has won the general 
election making margaret thatcher britain's 

first ever woman prime minister

i know what you're thinking. "did he fire 
six shots or only five?" well, to tell you the 
truth, in all this excitement i kind of lost 
track myself. but being as this is a .44 
magnum, the most powerful handgun in 
the world, and would blow your head clean 
off, you've got to ask yourself one question: 
do I feel lucky? well, do ya, punk?

war! what is it good for? 
absolutely nothing!
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born in the  
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england 4, germany 2

turn on, tune in, drop out

psychedelia

bob dylan

vi
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hey jude

that's one  
small step  
for man,  
one giant  
leap for  
mankind feminism

sgt. pepper's lonely hearts club band

i can’t get no (satisfaction)

easy rider

john f. kennedy

carnaby street

ready  
steady go!

mini cooper

apollo 11

the  
summer of 

love, san  
francisco,  

1967

break on through (to the other side)

w
oo

ds
to

ck

the graduate
psycho  rosemary’s baby  bonnie and clyde  blow-up

i have a dream

you're only supposed to 
blow the bloody doors off! 

happy birthday, mr. president

saturday night and sunday morning

and here comes 
hurst. he's got... 
some people are on 
the pitch, they 
think it's all over. it 
is now! it's four!
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we're more  
popular than 
jesus now

like a complete  
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a rolling stone 
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AP018

AP173 AP632 AP174

AP014 AP015

AP016 AP017

AP013
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gotcha gift prints  6 different designs   unframed   available as  |  230x230mm  |  A5 (148x210mm)  |  A4 (210x297mm)  for dog lovers unframed     available as  A4 (210x297mm) only   rose-gold foil and black on white   personalised gift prints

PAP588 PAP590PAP589

PAP584PAP587 PAP591

PAP585 PAP586

PAP588 PAP589

These prints can be personalised  
with your choice of recipient  

- mother, father, etc -  
and/or your choice of area

For Dog Lovers 
These prints can be personalised 
with your choice of dog breed 

 
You can also change the  
descriptive term used 

 - naughtiest, cutest, etc - 
on print PAP588

AP627 AP628 AP 538

AP629AP540AP630

Dog Dad

Chief ear scratcher and belly
rubber. Supplier of endless treats. 
Star  sofa  snug gler  and bed
warmer. Walkies instigator. Head
stick thrower and ball bouncer.
Booper of  noses .  Personal
papparazi and provider of silly 
nicknames. Giver of unconditional 
cuddles  and love.

noun {n}

Dog Mum

Chief ear scratcher and belly
rubber. Supplier of endless treats. 
Star  sofa  snug gler  and bed
warmer. Walkies instigator. Head
stick thrower and ball bouncer.
Booper of  noses .  Personal
papparazi and provider of silly 
nicknames. Giver of unconditional 
cuddles  and love.

noun {n}

Top 5 signs of
dog obsession

Social media full of dog videos.

Says hello to EVERY passing dog.

Spends more money on dog 
accessories than on themselves.

Phone full of dog pictures instead
of people.

Likes dogs more than humans.

AP565 AP566 AP567

personalised dog breed gift prints  unframed  choose from three different designs and then add the dog breed you want   
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W O N D E R F U L L Y  W O R D Y   

F R A M E D  P R I N T S

coulson macleod.

Small but perfectly formed, our Gift-boxed Framed Prints 
are supplied in a chunky white frame with a kraft gift box 
and wrapper. And because the frame profile is wide, they 
can be stood on a shelf or hung on a wall. 
 
Easy to give. Easy to own. 

 
Available across all our ranges, you have hundreds of different designs to 
choose from, so you can be as specialist or as broad as you please.  
 
You get the same wonderfully wordy mix of humour and heartfelt that makes 
our designs so special, but now it comes framed and packaged in a lovely 
box, ready to give. Brownie points all round. 

 
Framed Print RRP: £25 inc VAT 
Framed Print Trade Price: £10.42 ex VAT 
 
Framed Prints are sold in threes.

158x158x33mm white frame   acrylic safety glazing   kraft giftbox with cardboard wrapper   mini framed print in a giftbox

Word Cloud

Gotcha No Place Like Home Pooch

Vintage Words Personalised Wise Words

Pooch Vintage Animals

Memo Vintage Words

Wise Words

77

Framed Prints shown with retail packaging box and wrapper



FMS330 Accountant 

FMS381 Adrenaline Junkies 

FMS197 Anniversary 

FMS075 Art 

FMS289 Aunties 

FMS031 Babies 

FMS086 Baking 

FMS221 Beards 

FMS382 Beauticians 

FMS049 Beauty 

FMS064 Beer 

FMS132 Best Friend 

FMS383 Bird Watching 

FMS059 Birthdays 

FMS067 Bon Voyage 

FMS073 Books 

FMS099 Boxing 

FMS213 Boyfriend 

FMS044 Brother 

FMS295 Brother-in-law 

FMS455 Bridesmaid 

FMS384 Builders 

FMS088 Cake 

FMS385 Carpenters 

FMS072 Cars 

FMS058 Cats 

FMS103 Champagne 

FMS386 Cheese 

FMS068 Chocolate 

FMS317 Christening 

FMS096 Cinema 

FMS302 Climbing 

FMS085 Coffee 

FMS070 Cooking 

FMS216 Countryside 

FMS218 Crafting 

FMS219 Cricket 

FMS076 Cycling 

FMS045 Dad 

FMS131 Daddy 

FMS284 Dancing 

FMS387 Darts 

FMS133 Daughter 

FMS300 Daughter (from Mum) 

FMS388 Dentists 

FMS331 Designers 

FMS332 Doctors 

FMS035 Dogs 

FMS389 Driving Instructors 

FMS390 Driving Test 

FMS391 Electricians 

FMS314 Engagement 

FMS333 Engineers 

FMS292 England 

FMS334 Entrepreneurs 

FMS316 Etiquette 

FMS392 Estate Agents 

FMS032 Family 

FMS335 Farmers 

FMS053 Father 

FMS336 Firefighters 

FMS074 Fishing 

FMS047 Fitness Fanatic 

FMS094 Follow your dreams 

FMS048 Football 

FMS034 Friendship 

FMS203 Gaming 

FMS069 Gardening 

FMS040 Gin 

FMS212 Girlfriend 

FMS063 Golf 

FMS057 Graduation 

FMS078 Grandfathers 

FMS222 Grandma 

FMS079 Grandmothers 

FMS039 Grandparents 

FMS344 Grandson 

FMS196 Granny 

FMS077 Growing Old 

FMS393 Hairdressers 

FMS090 Hangovers 

FMS092 Hello Sexy 

FMS056 High Heels 

FMS205 History 

FMS036 Home 

FMS071 Horses 

FMS211 Husband 

FMS046 I Love You 

FMS291 Ireland 

FMS087 Kissing 

FMS065 Life Begins at Retirement 

FMS207 Literature 

FMS287 Love (General) 

FMS060 Man's Best Friend 

FMS033 Marriage 

FMS394 Martial Arts 

FMS395 Menopause 

FMS061 Middle Age 

FMS396 Midwives 

FMS038 Mother 

FMS100 Motorbikes 

FMS042 Mum 

FMS130 Mummy 

FMS050 Music 

FMS226 Nan 

FMS217 Nature 

FMS305 Netball 

FMS195 New Home 

FMS315 New Job 

FMS337 Nurses 

FMS037 Parenthood 

FMS397 Parents 

FMS338 Performers 

FMS083 Photography 

FMS424 Pilates 

FMS398 Plumbers 

FMS204 Poetry 

FMS399 Police Officers 

FMS041 Prosecco 

FMS055 Retirement 

FMS095 Rugby 

FMS425 Rum 

FMS084 Running 

FMS101 Sailing 

FMS202 Science 

FMS293 Scotland 

FMS400 Seaside 

FMS401 Sewing 

FMS052 Shopping 

FMS043 Sister 

FMS296 Sister-in-law 

FMS220 Sisterhood 

FMS082 Skateboarding 

FMS303 Skiing 

FMS089 Smile 

FMS402 Snooker 

FMS339 Soldiers 

FMS208 Son 

FMS301 Son (from Mum) 

FMS214 Soulmate 

FMS201 Space 

FMS298 Stepdad 

FMS297 Stepmum 

FMS285 Students 

FMS054 Style 

FMS091 Surfing 

FMS290 Swimming 

FMS093 Tattoos 

FMS080 Tea 

FMS051 Teacher 

FMS081 Teenagers 

FMS288 Tennis 

FMS066 The Graduate 

FMS206 Theatre 

FMS198 Thinking Of You 

FMS304 Triathlon 

FMS286 Twins 

FMS299 Uncle 

FMS098 University 

FMS403 Vets 

FMS294 Wales 

FMS199 Whiskey 

FMS200 Whisky 

FMS210 Wife 

FMS062 Wine 

FMS102 Writing 

FMS097 Yoga

Wise Words 
 

mini framed print in a giftbox   158x158x33mm white frame   acrylic safety glazing   kraft giftbox with cardboard wrapper

FMS426 Accountants 
FMS427 Adrenaline Junkies 
FMS245 Art Enthusiast 
FMS258 Bearded Wonder 
FMS428 Beauticians 
FMS252 Beer Connoisseur 
FMS429 Birdwatching Buff 
FMS241 Book Lover 
FMS249 Boxing Fanatic 
FMS242 Brilliant Baker 
FMS430 Builders 
FMS267 Cake Connoisseur 
FMS431 Carpenters 
FMS262 Cat Lover 
FMS307 Champagne Connoisseur 
FMS432 Cheese Addict 
FMS264 Choco-holic 
FMS433 Climbing Enthusiast 
FMS236 Coffee-holic 
FMS281 Countryside Nut 
FMS259 Crafting Queen 
FMS253 Cricket Connoisseur 
FMS273 Culinary Genius 
FMS313 Dancing Enthusiast 
FMS434 Darts Enthusiast 
FMS435 Dentists 
FMS436 Designers 
FMS437 Doctors 
FMS272 Dog Lover 

FMS438 Driving Instructors 
FMS439 Electricians 
FMS440 Engineers 
FMS441 Estate Agents 
FMS271 Equine Enthusiast 
FMS442 Farmers 
FMS443 Firefighters 
FMS276 Fishing Fanatic 
FMS244 Fitness Fanatic 
FMS248 Football Fanatic 
FMS274 Gardening Guru 
FMS266 Gin Enthusiast 
FMS275 Golf Addict 
FMS444 Hairdressers 
FMS237 History Buff 
FMS260 Homebody 
FMS282 Literature Buff 
FMS445 Midwives 
FMS238 Movie Buff 
FMS250 Music Lover 
FMS269 Nature Lover 
FMS446 Netball Enthusiast 
FMS447 Nurses 
FMS448 Performers 
FMS255 Petrol Head 
FMS235 Photography Buff 
FMS449 Plumbers 
FMS240 Poetry Lover 
FMS311 Prosecco Lover 

FMS251 Rugby Fanatic 
FMS425 Rum Connoisseur 
FMS280 Running Nut 
FMS254 Sailing Enthusiast 
FMS277 Science Geek 
FMS450 Sewing Addict 
FMS265 Shoe Worshipper 
FMS312 Shopping 
FMS451 Snooker Enthusiast 
FMS452 Soldiers 
FMS256 Space Geek 
FMS257 Speed Demon 
FMS247 Style Lover 
FMS263 Style Queen 
FMS279 Super Cyclist 
FMS270 Surfing Fanatic 
FMS306 Swimming Fanatic 
FMS310 Tattoo Enthusiast 
FMS453 Teachers 
FMS261 Tea Lover 
FMS283 Tennis Buff 
FMS246 Theatre Lover 
FMS278 Travel Lover 
FMS454 Vets 
FMS308 Whisky Buff (also Whiskey Buff) 
FMS239 Wine Connoisseur 
FMS243 Wonderful Wordsmith 
FMS268 Yoga Enthusiast

Vintage Words 
 

158x158x33mm white frame   acrylic safety glazing   kraft giftbox with cardboard wrapper   mini framed print in a giftbox

Most of the designs in our ranges can be produced as framed prints, so if there’s something you want, that you can’t see here, please contact us and we’ll see what we can do.

FMS404 Cardiff 

FMS405 Cornwall 

FMS406 The Cotswolds 

FMS407 Cumbria 

FMS408 Derbyshire 

FMS409 Devon 

FMS410 Edinburgh 

FMS411 Lancashire 

FMS412 Leicestershire 

FMS413 Lincolnshire 

FMS414 London 

FMS415 Norfolk 

FMS416 Northamptonshire 

FMS417 Oxfordshire 

FMS418 Somerset 

FMS419 Suffolk 

FMS420 Warwickshire 

FMS375 Yorkshire 

No Place Like Home 
 

FMS318 Border Collie 

FMS421 Border Terrier 

FMS347 Boxer  

FMS422 Cavapoo 

FMS319 Cockapoo 

FMS320 Cocker Spaniel 

FMS321 Dachshund 

FMS322 English Bulldog 

FMS323 French Bulldog 

FMS324 German Shepherd 

FMS325 Golden Retriever 

FMS326 Jack Russell 

FMS327 Labrador - Yellow 

FMS345 Labrador - Black 

FMS328 Springer Spaniel 

FMS329 Staffie 

FMS423 Vizsla 

FMS346 Whippet

Pooch 
 

FMS170 Born in the Fifties 

FMS171 Born in the Sixties 

FMS172 Born in the Seventies 

FMS173 Born in the Eighties 

FMS174 Born in the Nineties 

FMS169 Born in the Noughties 

FMS175 Best Friend 

FMS176 Bride & Groom 

FMS177 My Dog 

FMS178 Family 

FMS179 Mum 

FMS180 New Baby 

FMS181 New Home 

FMS182 Retirement 

FMS372 Dad

Word Cloud 
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W O N D E R F U L L Y  W O R D Y   

C E R A M I C  M U G S

coulson macleod.

Who doesn’t love a mug?  A staple gift for virtually any      
occasion, the choice out there is vast.  
 
But nobody quite does mugs like us.  

 
Wonderfully wordy mugs. Mugs that come with their own built-in reading 
matter. Mugs that say something about the owner. Now that’s a bit different. 
That’s a bit special. That’s a gift worth having. Careful when reading though, 
tea in your lap would not be good. 

 
Unboxed Mug RRP: £11 inc VAT 
Unboxed Mug Trade Price: £4.58 ex VAT 
 
Boxed Mug RRP: £13.50 inc VAT 
Boxed Mug Trade Price: £5.63 ex VAT 
 
Ceramic Mugs are sold in threes.

10oz volume    dishwasher-safe    available with or without a gift box   ceramic mugs

Vintage Words

Vintage Words No Place Like Home Personalised

Memo Gotcha No Place Like Home

Gotcha Pooch

Pooch Wise Words

Wise Words

Mugs shown with retail packaging box and wrapper
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10oz volume    dishwasher-safe    available with or without a gift box   ceramic mugs

MUG1716      Accountant 

MUG1745      Adrenaline Junkies 

MUG1054      Art 

MUG1650      Auntie 

MUG1173      Babies 

MUG1048      Baking 

MUG1194      Beards 

MUG1755      Beauticians 

MUG1033      Beauty 

MUG1066      Beer 

MUG1017      Best Friend 

MUG1756      Bird Watching 

MUG1058      Bon Voyage 

MUG1108      Book Lover 

MUG1053      Books 

MUG1039      Boxing 

MUG1189      Boyfriend 

MUG1830      Bridesmaid 

MUG1015      Brother 

MUG1757      Builders 

MUG1063      Cake 

MUG1758      Carpenters 

MUG1056      Cars 

MUG1078      Cats 

MUG1067      Champagne 

MUG1756      Cheese 

MUG1064      Chocolate 

MUG1101      Christmas 

MUG1046      Cinema 

MUG1681      Climbing 

MUG1018      Coffee 

MUG1059      Cooking 

MUG1151      Countryside 

MUG1191      Crafting 

MUG1192      Cricket 

MUG1042      Cycling 

MUG1026      Dad 

MUG1831      Daddy 

MUG1645      Dancing 

MUG1760      Darts 

MUG1186      Daughter 

MUG1679      Daughter (from Mum) 

MUG1761      Dentists  

MUG1717      Designers 

MUG1718      Doctors 

MUG1021      Dogs 

MUG1762      Driving Instructor 

MUG1763      Driving Test 

MUG1764      Electricians 

MUG1092      Engaged 

MUG1719      Engineers 

MUG1653      England 

MUG1720      Entrepreneurs 

MUG1765      Estate Agents 

MUG1069      Etiquette 

MUG1029      Family 

MUG1721      Farmers 

MUG1011      Father 

MUG1722      Firefighters 

MUG1052      Fishing 

MUG1032      Fitness Fanatic 

MUG1075      Follow Your Dreams 

MUG1022      Football 

MUG1071      Friendship 

MUG1180      Gaming 

MUG1060      Gardening 

MUG1028      Gin Lover 

MUG1188      Girlfriend 

MUG1035      Golf 

MUG1671      Grandad 

MUG1013      Grandfather 

MUG1195      Grandma 

MUG1014      Grandmother 

MUG1036      Grandparents 

MUG1025      Granny 

MUG1096      Growing Old 

MUG1766      Hairdressers 

MUG1027      Hangovers 

MUG1074      Hello Sexy 

MUG1135      High Heels 

MUG1182      History 

MUG1091      Home 

MUG1079      Horses 

MUG1144      Husband 

MUG1023      I Love You 

MUG1644      I'm 13 

MUG1082      I'm 16! 

MUG1083      I'm 18! 

MUG1084      I'm 21! 

MUG1085      I'm 40! 

MUG1086      I'm 50! 

MUG1087      I'm 60! 

MUG1088      I'm 70! 

MUG1089      I'm 80! 

MUG1652      Ireland 

MUG1072      Kissing 

MUG1184      Literature 

MUG1648      Love 

MUG1080      Man's Best Friend 

MUG1073      Marriage 

MUG1767      Martial Arts 

MUG1768      Menopause 

MUG1097      Middle Age 

MUG1769      Midwives 

MUG1012      Mother 

MUG1049      Motorbikes 

MUG1024      Mum 

MUG1668      Mummy 

MUG1034      Music 

MUG1190      Nature 

MUG1684      Netball 

MUG1090      New Job 

MUG1723      Nurses 

MUG1038      Parenthood 

MUG1770      Parents 

MUG1724      Performers 

MUG1051      Photography 

MUG1832      Pilates 

MUG1771      Plumbers 

MUG1181      Poetry 

MUG1772      Police Officers 

MUG1068      Prosecco 

MUG1031      Retirement 

MUG1020      Rugby 

MUG1833      Rum 

MUG1050      Running 

MUG1043      Sailing 

MUG1179      Science 

MUG1654      Scotland 

MUG1773      Seaside 

MUG1774      Sewing 

MUG1055      Shopping 

MUG1016      Sister 

MUG1193      Sisterhood 

MUG1041      Skateboarding 

MUG1682      Skiing 

MUG1076      Smile 

MUG1775      Snooker 

MUG1725      Soldiers 

MUG1185      Son 

MUG1680      Son (from Mum) 

MUG1146      Soulmate 

MUG1677      Stepdad 

MUG1676      Stepmum 

MUG1178      Space 

MUG1646      Students 

MUG1061      Style 

MUG1040      Surfing 

MUG1651      Swimming 

MUG1047      Tattoos 

MUG1019      Tea 

MUG1030      Teachers 

MUG1070      Teenagers 

MUG1649      Tennis 

MUG1094      The Graduate 

MUG1183      Theatre 

MUG1683      Triathlon 

MUG1647      Twins 

MUG1095      University 

MUG1776      Vets 

MUG1655      Wales 

MUG1176      Whiskey 

MUG1177      Whisky 

MUG1187      Wife 

MUG1065      Wine 

MUG1044      Writing 

MUG1045      Yoga

Wise Words 
 

ceramic mugs   10oz volume    dishwasher-safe    available with or without a gift box

MUG1801      Accountants 

MUG1802      Adrenaline Junkies 

MUG1501      Art Enthusiast 

MUG1514      Bearded Wonder 

MUG1803      Beauticians 

MUG1508      Beer Connoisseur 

MUG1804      Birdwatching Buff 

MUG1497      Book Lover 

MUG1505      Boxing Fanatic 

MUG1498      Brilliant Baker 

MUG1805      Builders 

MUG1523      Cake Connoisseur 

MUG1806      Carpenters 

MUG1518      Cat Lover 

MUG1686      Champagne Connoisseur 

MUG1807      Cheese Addict 

MUG1520      Choco-holic 

MUG1808      Climbing Enthusiast 

MUG1492      Coffee-holic 

MUG1537      Countryside Nut 

MUG1515      Crafting Queen 

MUG1509      Cricket Connoisseur 

MUG1529      Culinary Genius 

MUG1692      Dancing Enthusiast 

MUG1809      Darts Enthusiast 

MUG1810      Dentists 

MUG1811      Designers 

MUG1812      Doctors 

MUG1528      Dog Lover 

MUG1813      Driving Instructors 

MUG1814      Electricians 

MUG1815      Engineers 

MUG1816      Estate Agents 

MUG1527      Equine Enthusiast 

MUG1817      Farmers 

MUG1818      Firefighters 

MUG1532      Fishing Fanatic 

MUG1500      Fitness Fanatic 

MUG1504      Football Fanatic 

MUG1530      Gardening Guru 

MUG1522      Gin Enthusiast 

MUG1531      Golf Addict 

MUG1819      Hairdressers 

MUG1493      History Buff 

MUG1516      Homebody 

MUG1538      Literature Buff 

MUG1820      Midwives 

MUG1494      Movie Buff 

MUG1506      Music Lover 

MUG1525      Nature Lover 

MUG1821      Netball Enthusiast 

MUG1822      Nurses 

MUG1823      Performers 

MUG1511      Petrol Head 

MUG1491      Photography Buff 

MUG1824      Plumbers 

MUG1496      Poetry Lover 

MUG1690      Prosecco Lover 

MUG1507      Rugby Fanatic 

MUG1753      Rum Connoisseur 

MUG1536      Running Nut 

MUG1510      Sailing Enthusiast 

MUG1533      Science Geek 

MUG1825      Sewing Addict 

MUG1521      Shoe Worshipper 

MUG1691      Shopaholic 

MUG1826      Snooker Enthusiast 

MUG1827      Soldiers 

MUG1512      Space Geek 

MUG1513      Speed Demon 

MUG1503      Style Lover 

MUG1519      Style Queen 

MUG1535      Super Cyclist 

MUG1526      Surfing Fanatic 

MUG1685      Swimming Fanatic 

MUG1689      Tattoo Enthusiast 

MUG1828      Teachers 

MUG1517      Tea Lover 

MUG1693      Tennis Buff 

MUG1502      Theatre Lover 

MUG1534      Travel Lover 

MUG1829      Vets 

MUG1687      Whisky Buff 

MUG1688      Whiskey Buff 

MUG1495      Wine Connoisseur 

MUG1499      Wonderful Wordsmith 

MUG1524      Yoga Enthusiast

Vintage Words 
 

MUG1777       Zoomies 

 

MUG1778       Dog Dad 

 

MUG1800       Dog Mum 

 

Gotcha (for dog lovers) 
 

MUG1704      Border Collie 

MUG1797      Border Terrier 

MUG1728      Boxer 

MUG1798      Cavapoo 

MUG1705      Cockapoo 

MUG1706      Cocker Spaniel 

MUG1707      Dachshund 

MUG1708      English Bulldog 

MUG1709      French Bulldog 

MUG1710      German Shepherd 

MUG1711      Golden Retriever 

MUG1712      Jack Russell 

MUG1726      Labrador - Black 

MUG1713      Labrador - Yellow 

MUG1714      Springer Spaniel 

MUG1715      Staffie 

MUG1799      Vizsla 

MUG1727      Whippet 

Pooch 
 

MUG1781        Cardiff 

MUG1782        Cornwall 

MUG1783        The Cotswolds 

MUG1784        Cumbria 

MUG1785        Derbyshire 

MUG1786        Devon 

MUG1780        Edinburgh 

MUG1787        Lancashire 

MUG1788        Leicestershire 

MUG1789        Lincolnshire 

MUG1790        London 

MUG1791        Norfolk 

MUG1779        Northamptonshire 

MUG1792        Oxfordshire 

MUG1793        Somerset 

MUG1794        Suffolk 

MUG1795        Warwickshire 

MUG1796        Yorkshire 

No Place Like Home 
 

Most of the designs in our ranges can be produced as mugs, so if there’s something you want, that you can’t see here, please contact us and we’ll see what we can do.
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W O N D E R F U L L Y  W O R D Y   

C E R A M I C  C O A S T E R S

coulson macleod.

There are coasters. And then there are Coulson Macleod 
coasters. A different thing entirely.  
 
These are not your run-of-the-mill melamine coasters, these 
are something quite special. Glossy. Weighty. Wonderful.  

 
These high quality ceramic coasters come with a cardboard sleeve, instantly 
elevating them to gift-worthy status.  
 
Oh, and did we mention they’re wonderfully wordy too? 

 
Ceramic Coaster RRP: £10 inc VAT 
Ceramic Coaster Trade Price: £4.16 ex VAT 
 
Ceramic Coasters are sold in threes.

includes a cardboard wrapper   wipe-clean glossy surface   cork-backed    ceramic coasters

Memo

Vintage Words Wise Words Pooch

Personalised No Place Like Home Word Cloud

Pooch Vintage Words

Wise Words Gotcha 

No Place Like Home
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Coasters shown with retail packaging wrapper



includes a cardboard wrapper   wipe-clean glossy surface   cork-backed    ceramic coasters

CT117 Accountant 

CT246 Adrenaline Junkies 

CT118 Anniversary 

CT119 Art 

CT120 Aunties 

CT121 Babies 

CT122 Baking 

CT123 Beards 

CT247 Beauticians 

CT124 Beauty 

CT012 Beer 

CT125 Best Friend 

CT248 Bird Watching 

CT126 Birthdays 

CT127 Bon Voyage 

CT128 Books 

CT129 Boxing 

CT130 Boyfriend 

CT086 Brother 

CT131 Brother 

CT132 Brother-in-law 

CT249 Builders 

CT133 Cake 

CT250 Carpenters 

CT134 Cars 

CT135 Cats 

CT016 Champagne 

CT251 Cheese 

CT136 Chocolate 

CT137 Christening 

CT138 Cinema 

CT139 Climbing 

CT011 Coffee 

CT140 Cooking 

CT141 Countryside 

CT142 Crafting 

CT085 Cricket 

CT028 Cycling 

CT070 Dad 

CT091 Daddy 

CT252 Darts 

CT073 Daughter 

CT143 Daughter (from Mum) 

CT253 Dentists 

CT144 Designers 

CT145 Doctors 

CT079 Dogs 

CT254 Driving Instructors 

CT255 Driving Test 

CT256 Electricians 

CT146 Engagement 

CT147 Engineers 

CT148 England 

CT149 Entrepreneurs 

CT257 Estate Agents 

CT150 Etiquette 

CT151 Family 

CT152 Farmers 

CT153 Father 

CT154 Firefighters 

CT155 Fishing 

CT156 Fitness Fanatic 

CT077 Follow Your Dreams 

CT157 Football 

CT071 Friendship 

CT158 Gaming 

CT159 Gardening 

CT013 Gin 

CT160 Girlfriend 

CT161 Golf 

CT162 Graduation 

CT087 Grandad 

CT163 Grandfathers 

CT089 Grandma 

CT164 Grandmothers 

CT088 Grandpa 

CT165 Grandparents 

CT166 Grandson 

CT167 Granny 

CT168 Growing Old 

CT258 Hairdressers 

CT169 Hangovers 

CT170 Hello Sexy 

CT171 High Heels 

CT172 History 

CT075 Home 

CT173 Horses 

CT174 Husband 

CT175 I Love You 

CT176 Ireland 

CT178 Kissing 

CT179 Life Begins at Retirement 

CT180 Literature 

CT076 Love 

CT181 Man's Best Friend 

CT182 Marriage 

CT259 Martial Arts 

CT260 Menopause 

CT183 Middle Age 

CT261 Midwives 

CT184 Mother 

CT185 Motorbikes 

CT069 Mum 

CT090 Mummy 

CT186 Music 

CT187 Nan 

CT188 Nature 

CT189 Netball 

CT190 New Home 

CT191 New Job 

CT192 Nurses 

CT177 Parenthood 

CT262 Parents 

CT193 Performers 

CT194 Photography 

CT273 Pilates 

CT263 Plumbers 

CT195 Poetry 

CT264 Police Officers 

CT015 Prosecco 

CT196 Retirement 

CT197 Rugby 

CT274 Rum 

CT078 Running 

CT198 Sailing 

CT199 Science 

CT200 Scotland 

CT265 Seaside 

CT266 Sewing 

CT201 Shopping 

CT072 Sister 

CT202 Sister-in-law 

CT203 Sisterhood 

CT204 Skateboarding 

CT205 Skiing 

CT206 Smile 

CT267 Snooker 

CT207 Soldiers 

CT074 Son 

CT208 Son (from Mum) 

CT209 Soulmate 

CT210 Space 

CT211 Stepdad 

CT212 Stepmum 

CT213 Students 

CT214 Style 

CT215 Surfing 

CT216 Swimming 

CT217 Tattoos 

CT010 Tea 

CT218 Teacher 

CT219 Teenagers 

CT220 Tennis 

CT221 The Graduate 

CT222 Theatre 

CT223 Thinking Of You 

CT224 Triathlon 

CT225 Twins 

CT226 Uncle 

CT227 University 

CT268 Vets 

CT228 Wales 

CT018 Whiskey 

CT017 Whisky 

CT115 Wife 

CT014 Wine 

CT229 Writing 

CT084 Yoga

Wise Words 
 

ceramic coasters    includes a cardboard wrapper   wipe-clean glossy surface   cork-backed   

Vintage Words 
 

CT055           Border Collie 

CT241           Border Terrier 

CT082           Boxer 

CT243           Cavapoo 

CT056           Cockapoo 

CT057           Cocker Spaniel 

CT058           Dachshund 

CT059           English Bulldog 

CT060           French Bulldog 

CT061           German Shepherd 

CT062           Golden Retriever 

CT063           Jack Russell 

CT064           Labrador 

CT080           Black Lab 

CT065           Springer Spaniel 

CT066           Staffie 

CT242           Vizsla 

CT081           Whippet 

Pooch 
 

Most of the designs in our ranges can be produced as coasters, so if there’s something you want, that you can’t see here, please contact us and we’ll see what we can do.

CT275 Accountants 
CT276 Adrenaline Junkies 
CT334 Art Enthusiast 
CT043 Bearded Wonder 
CT277 Beauticians 
CT003 Beer Connoisseur 
CT278 Birdwatching Buff 
CT034 Book Lover 
CT335 Boxing Fanatic 
CT336 Brilliant Baker 
CT279 Builders 
CT337 Cake Connoisseur 
CT280 Carpenters 
CT236 Cat Lover 
CT007 Champagne Connoisseur 
CT281 Cheese Addict 
CT338 Choco-holic 
CT282 Climbing Enthusiast 
CT002 Coffee-holic 
CT339 Countryside Nut 
CT032 Crafting Queen 
CT042 Cricket Connoisseur 
CT237 Culinary Genius 
CT340 Dancing Enthusiast 
CT283 Darts Enthusiast 
CT284 Dentists 
CT285 Designers 
CT286 Doctors 
CT031 Dog Lover 

CT287 Driving Instructors 
CT288 Electricians 
CT289 Engineers 
CT290 Estate Agents 
CT341 Equine Enthusiast 
CT291 Farmers 
CT292 Firefighters 
CT045 Fishing Fanatic 
CT358 Fitness Fanatic 
CT044 Football Fanatic 
CT029 Gardening Guru 
CT004 Gin Enthusiast 
CT040 Golf Addict 
CT293 Hairdressers 
CT342 History Buff 
CT343 Homebody 
CT344 Literature Buff 
CT294 Midwives 
CT345 Movie Buff 
CT067 Music Lover 
CT346 Nature Lover 
CT295 Netball Enthusiast 
CT296 Nurses 
CT297 Performers 
CT347 Petrol Head 
CT348 Photography Buff 
CT298 Plumbers 
CT349 Poetry Lover 
CT006 Prosecco Lover 

CT234 Rugby Fanatic 
CT245 Rum Connoisseur 
CT041 Running Nut 
CT068 Sailing Enthusiast 
CT350 Science Geek 
CT299 Sewing Addict 
CT351 Shoe Worshipper 
CT360 Shopping 
CT300 Snooker Enthusiast 
CT301 Soldiers 
CT235 Space Geek 
CT046 Speed Demon 
CT233 Style Lover 
CT352 Style Queen 
CT033 Super Cyclist 
CT353 Surfing Fanatic 
CT354 Swimming Fanatic 
CT359 Tattoo Enthusiast 
CT302 Teachers 
CT001 Tea Lover 
CT355 Tennis Buff 
CT356 Theatre Lover 
CT357 Travel Lover 
CT303 Vets 
CT008 Whisky Buff (also Whiskey Buff) 
CT005 Wine Connoisseur 
CT035 Wonderful Wordsmith 
CT030 Yoga Enthusiast

CT318 Cardiff 

CT319 Cornwall 

CT320 The Cotswolds 

CT321 Cumbria 

CT322 Derbyshire 

CT269 Devon 

CT323 Edinburgh 

CT270 Lancashire 

CT324 Leicestershire 

CT325 Lincolnshire 

CT326 London 

CT327 Norfolk 

CT328 Northamptonshire 

CT329 Oxfordshire 

CT330 Somerset 

CT331 Suffolk 

CT332 Warwickshire 

CT333 Yorkshire 

No Place Like Home 
 

CT304 Born in the Fifties 

CT305 Born in the Sixties 

CT306 Born in the Seventies 

CT271 Born in the Eighties 

CT307 Born in the Nineties 

CT308 Born in the Noughties 

CT309 Best Friend 

CT310 Bride & Groom 

CT311 My Dog 

CT312 Family 

CT313 Mum 

CT314 New Baby 

CT315 New Home 

CT316 Retirement 

CT317 Dad

Word Cloud 
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W O N D E R F U L L Y  W O R D Y   

P O I N T  O F  S A L E

coulson macleod.

We’ve found that our products are best displayed grouped 

together, rather than dotted around all over the place, so 

we’ve come up with various POS options to help with this. 
 

Our displays can be purchased empty, as standalone units, or they can be 

supplied filled with product, ready to go.  The choice is yours.

greeting card point of sale

Counter-top Spinner for Square Cards 
 

12 pockets, taking up to 12 cards each 
 

Empty Unit: £50  |  Unit plus 72 Greeting Cards: £138.56

Counter-top Spinner for Rectangle Cards 
 

12 pockets, taking up to 12 cards each  
 

Empty Unit: £50  |  Unit plus 72 Greeting Cards: £138.56

Wooden Display Box for Square Cards 
 

Takes up to 90 greeting cards  
 

Empty Unit: £25  |  Unit plus 72 Greeting Cards £113.56 
 

Greyboard dividers: £1 each

Wooden Display Box for Rectangle Cards 
 

Takes up to 90 greeting cards  
 

Empty Unit: £25  |  Unit plus 72 Greeting Cards: £113.56 
 

Greyboard dividers: £1 each

Counter-top spinner for rectangle greeting cards
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gift print point of sale

Wooden Display Box for 23x23cm Gift Prints 
 

Takes up to 90 prints 
 

Empty Unit: £25  |  Unit plus 72 Gift Prints & 12 Dividers: £299.52 
 

72 Print Refill Pack: £216.43  |  Extra greyboard dividers: £1 each

Wooden Display Box for A4 Gift Prints 
 

Takes up to 90 prints 
 

Empty Unit: £25  |  Unit plus 72 Gift Prints & 12 Dividers: £299.52 
 

72 Print Refill Pack: £216.43  |  Extra greyboard dividers: £1 each

Wooden Display Box for A5 Gift Prints 
 

Takes up to 90 prints 
 

Empty Unit: £25  |  Unit plus 72 Gift Prints & 12 Dividers: £299.52 
 

72 Print Refill Pack: £216.43  |  Extra greyboard dividers: £1 each

Counter-top Spinner for A5 Gift Prints 
 

12 pockets, taking up to 6 prints each  
 

Empty Unit: £50  |  Unit plus 72 Greeting Cards £250.36 
 

72 Print Refill Pack: £191.56

gift print point of sale

Floor Spinner for A5, A4 and 23x23cm prints 
 

40 pockets taking up to 6 prints each  
 

Empty Unit: £125  |  A5 Unit plus 240 Gift Prints: £751.20  |  A4 Unit plus 240 Gift Prints: £998.40  |  23x23cm Unit plus 240 Gift Prints: £998.40 
 

A5 240 Print Refill Pack: £469.80  |  A4 240 Print Refill Pack: £750.80  |  23x23cm 240 Print Refill Pack: £750.80
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